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Q: What does Santi Maha Sangha mean? 

A: Santi Maha is an expression in the language of Oddyana equivalent to the Tibetan Dzogpa Chenpo; the same is true for Sangha 
which corresponds to the Tibetan dude (dus sde; community). 
With regard to the meaning of community is it necessary to receive oral teachings. 

2 

Q: What is the difference in meaning between the terms Dzogpa Chenpo and Ati Yoga? 

A: 
Dzogpa Chenpo means both: 
1) the 'path of self liberation'; and 
2) the final arrival point or completion of the practice of the Anu Yoga. 
Ati Yoga means: 
The understanding or knowledge of the fundamental or original state of self-liberation in oneself. 
Ati is a term in the language of Oddyana equivalent to the Tibetan 'dodma' (gdod-ma; primordial) which in this case refers to the 
fundamental or original state of self-liberation.  
Yoga means the understanding or knowledge of this state in oneself. 

3 

Q: What are the four philosophical theories of the non-Buddhists? 

A: The four philosophical theories of the non-Buddhists are these: 
1) Chalwas (Phyal-ba) 
They do not understand that all phenomena have a cause and effect. They are completely ignorant or this principle. (agnostic) 
2) Gyangphenpas (rGyan-'phen) 
They do not understand that every life has its previous existence just as it has a future existence. Therefore they try to obtain riches 
and power for this life alone, making use of "wordly secret formulas." (materialistic) 
3) Murthugpas (Mur-thug-pa) 
They mantain that all phenomena are devoid of cause and effect, for which reason all that manifests in one's life arises by chance 
and in the same way at the end dissolves. (nihilistic) 
4) Mutegpas (Mu-stegs-pa) 
They mantain the existence of an eternal being or Self (bdag). There are three types: (eternalistic) 
a) Some affirm the existence of an effect but not of a cause. 
b) Some subvert or overturn the law of cause and effect. 
c) Some affirm the existence of a cause but not of an effect. 

4 

Q: What are the ideas behind the wordly secret formulas? 

A: The wordly secret formulas are mantras which do not lead to liberation. They are pronounced by wordly persons and bring 
wordly interests to fruition. 

5 

Q: Explain the philosophical theory which affirms the existence of an effect while denying its cause. 

A: The philosophical theory which affirms the existence of an effect while denying its cause is classified as one of the three 
erroneous positions in the Mutegpa category.  
In its view 'nature' is considered to be something that does not depend on a cause or conditions. It is not determined by form and 
consciousness but is eternal and immutable. This 'so-called' nature does not in any case act as a cause for the production of a fruit 
different from itself. All material things are this nature itself. The various transitory phenomena linked to cause and effect, increase 
and decrease, etc., are only 'moments' of this nature, in the same way that gold changes colour when it is covered with mercury, 
even though it does not change its intrinsic quality. 

6 

Q: Explain the philosophical theory which overturns the law of cause and effect. 

A: The philosophical theory which overturns the law of cause and effect is also one of the three erroneous views under the Mutegpa 
category.  In this view that subverts the principle of cause and effect, some consider a god (Isvara, for example) to be an eternal 
entity, but hold that all of his creation is impermanent.  They believe that happiness and suffering depend respectively on whether 
one satisfies this god or not. With the aim of satisfying him they sacrifice animals, and carrying out such non-virtuous actions, 
mantain that they can be born in higher realms.  The god is all powerful and affects everything like a cause. 
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7 

Q: Explain the philosophical theory which admits the existence of a cause while denying its effect. 

A: The philosophical theory which admist the existence of a cause while denying its effect is also one of the Mutegpa wrong views.  
In this view, it is maintained that an eternal Self acts as a sole cause. The physical aggregation produced by it has the characteristic 
of being an impermanent and changeable effect. This effect can manifest only once, and does not possess the capacity to produce 
other physical aggregates.  For this reason, there being no continuity, it comes to be cancelled. (Soul, Atman, Brahmanism) 

8 

Q: What are the differences between the worldy and the non-wordly (the mundane and the supra mundane) paths? 

A: The differences between the wordly path (mundane) and nonwordly path (supramundane; that is the teaching of the Buddha, 
divided into Analytical Vehicle and Vehicle of the Vajra) are as follows: 
The wordly path derives from ignorance and does not lead to the condition beyond suffering. 
The nonwordly path has the following characteristics: 
a) it teaches the three fundamental trainings of morality, contemplation and wisdom; 
b) it has as its basis the principles expounded in the 'four seals' which distinguish the view of the Buddha's teaching. 

9 

Q: What are the four seals of the view in the teaching of the Buddha? 

A: The 'four seals' of the view in the teaching of the Buddha are: 
1) All compounded things are impermanent 
2) All material things are suffering 
3) All phenomena are empty of any independent existence. 
4) Nirvana (the condition beyond suffering) is peace. 

10 

Q: What are the 6 preliminary teachings which permit one to enter into the path? 

A: The six preliminary teachings which permit one to enter onto the path are: 
1) To practice the three trainings that are the foundation of the path; 
2) To study without limits the various fields of knowledge; 
3) To calm the body, voice and mind and to re-educate oneself; 
4) To avoid negative actions and to increase virtues; 
5) To have a sense of shame and restraint and to cultivate faith; 
6) To follow masters and virtuous companions. 

11 

Q: What are the three trainings which constitute the foundation of the path? 

A: The three trainings which constitute the foundation of the path are:  
morality, contemplation and wisdom. 

12 

Q: How does one apply these 3 trainings? (the three trainings which constitute the foundation of the path) 

A: One applies the three trainings which constitute the foundation of the path (morality, contemplation and wisdom) in this manner: 
First, one must try to understand the meaning through listening and reading. 
Then, eliminate every doubt through reflection and reasoning; 
Finally, one should put the real meaning into practice through meditation. (integrate the meaning into one's real condition) 

13 

Q: Why is it necessary to study the various fields of knowledge of the teachings and what is the way to do this in practice? 

A: Studying without limits according to one's own capacities the various fields of knowledge necessary to the specific conditions of 
the time and place, one acquires those qualities which permit one to benefit the teachings and beings, directly or indirectly, and 
whatever one learns can become useful for producing merit. 
Lonchenpa. To dispel the darkness of the mind which makes one ignorant of the real meaning. 
The way to do this in practice is with an attitude similar to that of a bee. Taste without limit the flavours of all the various teachings, 
with the aim of causing true knowledge to arise in oneself. This is necessary only until the moment in which, having got the taste of 
the real essence of the teaching, one finally discovers one's own real condition. 
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14 

Q: What is the real meaning of the expression mangdu thopa (mang du thos pa), literally one who has listened or heard a great 
deal? 

A: "The expression mangdu thopa (one who has studied a great deal and received many teachings) must relate to those who 
have really understood the true meaning and not to those who have merely become expert in words." 
"By listening (or 'study') one does not mean (the knowledge of) an ocean of words; the supreme listening is understanding on 
the basis of one word." 
Discussion: in Tibetan mangdu means 'many', thopa, 'to listen'. Wouldn't this mean having some experience? Note that this is before 
beginning practice.  

15 

Q: What is the fundamental difference between following the teaching in an intelligent way and following with blind faith? 

A: Following a teaching with intelligence means discovering the substantial difference between [an ordinary path and a special 
path] and following is [the teaching] with awareness. 
Discussion: Discovering is through listening, reflecting, and understanding. Would include reading. Comments on 'ordinary' and 
'special' -- does this mean wordly and non-wordly paths or Dzogchen as distinct from other teachings? 

16 

Q: What is the way to calm one's body, voice and mind and to make one's character gentle? 

A: A practitioner with calm body, voice and mind and more gentle character is one "who has developed the continuity of practice 
within him or herself and whose mind is integrated with the meaning of the teaching." 
Discussion: On how calmness can arise from integrating with the teaching. Continued through next two answers on how to integrate 
-- having a continual awareness of and reflecting on the points of view (of the 4 awareness and 7 Lodžongs). 

17 

Q: On what does not having been able to succeed in integrating oneself with the teachings depend? 

A: Not having been able to succeed integrating oneself with the teachings depends on one's having [not] completed in a precise 
way the mental training of the preliminary practice. 
In the mental training of the preliminary practice the practitioner finds him or herself reflecting on the 4 awareness which change 
one's basic attitude, and applying the basis of the path of the Ati Dzogpa Chenpo: the 7 Lodžongs [a special series of these 
methods, from the Dzogchen Nyingthig]. 

18 

Q: What are the four awarenesses that change the attitude of the mind (blo ldog rnam bzhi) ? 

A:  The four awerenesses which change ones are reflecting on: 
1 "the difficulty of finding a free and qualified human body; on the great opportunity that such a body presents, 
2 and on its transitory nature, it being destined to perish; 
3 on the inevitability of having to follow the effects of negative and positive actions after death; 
4 and lastly, on the power of karma to cause the unavoidably infinite suffering of samsara" 

19 

Q: What are the 7 mental trainings? 

A: "1. Training the Mind in the Thought that all Compounded Things are Impermanent. 
2. Training the Mind in the Thought that all Actions are the Cause of Suffering. 
3. Training the Mind in the Thought of the Multiplicity of Secondary Causes. 
4. Training the Mind in the Thought that all the Actions of this Life are Without Meaning. 
5. Training the Mind Reflecting on the Fruit of Supreme Liberation. 
6. Training the Mind Reflecting on the Value of the Teachings of the Master.  
7. Training the Mind in the State Completely Free of Discursive Thought." 

20 

Q: What does the saying that all compounded things (or aggregates) are impermanent. mean? 

A: Impermanent means the transitory nature of human life 
Compounded means the external world and all beings that live in it 
What are the general and particular examples which illustrate this saying? 
General example: 
"All compounded things are impermanent like a bubble in water." 
Particular examples: 
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The three existences are impermanent like clouds in Autumn, the birth and death of beings is like a spectacle in a show, the 
life of a person passes like a lightnening bolt in the sky, and flows away as quickly as a steep mountain stream." 

21 

Q: How should one train the mind in the thought that all actions are the cause of suffering?  
What are the general and particular examples which illustrate this saying? 

A: One should reflect on the fact the "even if it may seem that happiness is sometimes present in the karmic dimension of 
samsara, in reality all suffer:" 
The general example of this is: 
It is like the ripening of poisonous fruit. 
The particular exmaples of this are: 
the beings of the three lower realms are afflicted with the 'suffering of suffering', like a leper who is struck by bubonic 
plague; 
the beings of the three upper realms are tormented by the 'suffering of change', like a bee closed up in a jar; 
all beings conditioned by ignorance, are subject to the 'all pervading' or 'natural suffering', transmigrating infinitely like the 
turning of the paddles of a water mill. 

22 

Q: How should one train the mind in the understanding of the multiplicity of secondary causes? What is the characteristic example 
which illustrates this? 

A: One should train in the thought "There is no end to all the various secondary causes. All beings are fooled by these and 
carry out actions that are the cause of suffering. They are never happy with what they do and there is nothing on which they 
can count."  
Characteristic example:"...as when one follows after the mirage of a spring of water." 

23 

Q: How should one train the mind in recognising that all momentary happiness becomes the cause of later suffering?  
What are the characteristic examples which illustrate this? 

A: Everything we do is based on an attitude of 'partiality'. Every action of our body, voice and mind is conditioned by the dualism of 
attachment and aversion." 
All actions of this life are like a dream beautiful or ugly, that one discerns while sleeping. 
Example: the condition of Samsara is like the point of a needle, there is not one single moment of peace or happiness in it. 
We have fallen into Samsara as if into an abyss. Not only that, but we are bound by our dualistic concepts of subject and object. 
Thus we are tortured by the weapons of the passions and the emotions that we are continually creating, or we enjoy that which in 
fact is present suffering, thus inviting suffering that will come in the future. 

24 

Q: What is the example given in the Treasure of the Doha(Doha mdzod) to illustrate the necessity of recognizing that all momentary 
happiness becomes the cause of suffering? 

A: We can observe the following animals who represent senses that seem pleasurable but in reality are the source of attachement 
which leads to illusionary vision. 
Animal   (Sense) 
Example:"We all desire happiness but it leads to suffering: 
Fish   (Smell) 
like a fish by its attachement to smell dies on the hook of the fisherman 
Moth   (Sight) 
like a moth flying into the light and dying because of its attachment to the light 
Elephant   (Touch) 
as an elephant who desires contact with something cool enters a lake and is not able to get out again 
Bees   (Taste) 
like a bee through its attachment to pollen in the flower dies sucking and working too hard 
Wild Animal   (Hearing) 
like a duck hearing the melody of the flute from the hunter comes to be shot 

 
25 

Q: How should one train one's mind in reflecting on the fruit of supreme liberation?  
What is the characteristic example used to illustrate this? 
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A: The compassionate Buddha, expert in methods, taught a great variety of paths to liberation according to the different types of 
conditions, capacities and attitudes of persons. Thus, understanding that what is involved are teachings whose effectiveness is 
certain, one trains one's mind well in this awareness. 
There's nothing that can save us other than the holy Dharma. It is the salvation, protector, support, the place of salvation, and is that 
which helps. 
Example: the fruit of supreme liberation is not to fall again into a condition of suffering, like a person cured of small pox. 

26 

Q: How should one train one's mind reflecting on the importance of the teachings of the sacred master?  
What is the characteristic example which illustrate this? 

A: One should always follow the wise masters since in this way all the qualities can arise. 
Example: Just a sick people follow the advice of a doctor to cure their illnesses, in the same way, one should follow a virtuous 
master. 
Example: The teachings of a real master are a Path to climb up to the palace of Liberation like a good staircase. 
Just as butter is produced from milk; and fire produces smoke, so too to find the essence one must entrust oneself to and follow the 
master. 

27 

Q: In what way, before anything else is done, should one become skillfull in examining a Master? 

A: Before receiving teachings from him, one should follow him only if he has the right qualifications and he must posess real 
compassion.  The real test of a master is if he shows to have compassion or not. 
One must learn to collaborate with, communicate with and understand the master; in this way one can then proceed to examine the 
virtuous or diverse types of masters. 

28 

Q: What are the seven types of 'Master' according to the quotations to be found in Chido gonpa Dupa (sPyi mdo dgongs pa dus pa)? 

A: 
Externally the master is expert and capable of dispelling every doubt concerning study and about the Teaching. 
Internally the Master with great kindness shows the methods of the tantra. 
Secretly the Master is he who shows the the nature of the innate mind. 
Master of the Base of one's own nature. 
Master of one's own Pure Mind. 
Master (who is) symbol of vision. 
Master of the lineage of the human transmission 

29 

Q: What are the six requirements which a Master who is worthy of being followed must completely possess? 

A: 
Externally be able to integrate and understand the rules of Vinaya 
Internally know how to integrate the meaning of the Path of the Bodhisattva 
Secretly to possess the samaya of the Tantra 
His condition must be pure; just as his intentions are pure. 
He must know the principles of Sutras and Tantras well. 
He must have a great knowledge of all the fields and feel infinite compassion for all beings. 

30 

Q: What are the twelve requirements which a master who teaches the Vajra Vehicle of the Secret Mantra must completely possess? 

A: 
He does not carry out many wordly actions. no wordly attachment 
He dwells in the state of Dharmata, and is mature in this knowledge. Has matured through four initiations. 
He is not conditioned by desires or enjoyments for the purpose of obtainment. (does not feel the need to renounce them but knows 
how to integrate them. Not conditioned by passions) 
His character is trained in Bodhicitta. Dedicates self to benefit others 
He has real knowledge of his own condition of the state. Obtained signs of practice. 
He can be defined as wise, learned and expert. 
He is not internally conditioned by any wordly action. 
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He, both through teachings such as Lung and Tantra and through explanation combined with his own experience, is capable of 
communicating according to the capacities and condition of the disciple himself. 
He does not behave in ways that contradict samaya 
Can be defined as wise, learned and expert. Not internally conditioned by any wordly action 
Always thinks of and apply the dharma 
A Master who holds the empowerment (potentiality) of the lineage is capable of communicating through direct experience the way 
of seeing, of practicing (applying) and of behaving (attitude)(iTa ba, sGom pa, sPyod pa) 

31 

Q: What are the five signs characteristic of a Master who is not worthy of being followed? 

A: 
He does not have the qualities of study, reasoning and of practice. 
Even though he does not posses these required qualities he enjoys a rank or an important position of which he is proud. 
He has not been assigned to teach by his Master and does so without permission to enjoy the eight wordly dharmas thus imparting 
teachings, initiations and instructions without following the correct criteria, accepting disciples in a hypocritical way. 
He feels important when he receives honors and offerings and believes lay people have faith in him. 
He does not feel compassion 

32 

Q: What did Padmasambhava say with regard to the defect of not examining the Master or the disciple? 

A: To follow a master without examining him is like drinking poison. To communicate something to a disciple without having first 
examined him is like throwing oneself off a rock. 

33 

Q: What do the examples which illustrate the way in which one should become skillfull in following a Master mean? 

A: With regard to how one should follow a Master, the sDong po bKod pa Sutra affirms: 
Noble son, 
consider yourself to be like a sick person...is one suffers from an illness it is necessary to follow an expert doctor, 
if one is going along a dangerous path one follows a guide; when, while on the road there is danger of bandits, enemies and animals, 
one seeks protection for the journey. 
If one is going by sea, as merchants do when travelling to reach islands, everyone entrusts themselves to the captain of the ship. 
to cross a river, those who have climbed aboard a boat must follow the instructions of the ferryman. In the same way, follow a 
virtuous Master, who can save us from birth and death, passions and emotions, and from their effect which is fear. 
Even when one is threatened by a danger to one's life, one does not act in a manner contrary to the state of the virtuous Master, such 
courage is like putting on armour. 
In one's mind is stable and does not change with temporary or secondary causes or because of whatever arises or bacause of 
whatever one sees, and if one renders service to the Master without thinking of one's interest sacrificing even one's body and life if 
necessary, if one does not always protect oneself but carries out all that the Master says; if a person follows the Master in this way, 
with devotion, such a person can be liberated through this very devotion. 
To have great devotion and to consider the Master as a truly enlightened being, recognising that he always acts with intelligence for 
the benefit of others, 
to dedicate oneself to study and to possess the capacity of intelligence to be able to mantain all that the Master has communicated 
and taught 
to have great compassion towards all beings who have no salvation and who suffer 
to follow with great respect all the promises made to the Master ..(samaya) 
to be humble in character and peaceful in body, voice and mind 
to leave space for others to participate with the Master and also with those of the brothers and sisters of the Vajra. 
to have the courage to spend for or donate to the Master anything whatever 
to have pure vision and not to harbor many impure thoughts and visions. 
to be aware and hold the view that it would be wrong to carry out bad actions and non-virtuous actions in front of the state of the 
Master who is the holder of wisdom. 
All that one does, in every moment, should be in accordance with the opinion and the method of the Master. 
One should always be present and not to create contradictions and conflicts with him 
Even if the Master should insult one furiously one should not become angry or hold on to this with ones mind. 
One should be like a good horse, is the Master asks one to do something one should not feel sad or tired 
One should be like a boat, if the Master asks one to carry out any action good or bad one should bear it. 
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like a bridge, one should bear everything. 
like a heated piece of iron beaten out by a blacksmith, all that is requested by the Master must be carried out, just as a servant would 
carry it out 
Like a humble street cleaner renounce pride and to respect everyone like a yak whos hornes have been cut. 

34 

Q: In what way should one please the Master through the three types of service? 

A: (see VP p.27) 
Offering of practice - Applying all that the Master has taught (Superior) 
Serving the Master with body, voice and mind (Medium) 
Generously offer every material thing (Lower) 
When we feel satisfaction for what we have done - offer this satisfaction too and we will obtain the fruit of his good and virtuous 
actions just as he does.  
He represents the union of all enlightened beings of the three times and all the directions so to offer to the Master is powerful merit. 

35 

Q: What is the meaning of the examples which illustrate the way in which one should become skillful in seeking to understand that 
which the Master transmits? 

A: Just as ducks that swim play calmly in a lake without dirtying its water, or as a bee which flies in a garden, tasting the essence of 
the flowers does not destroy their fragrance or their color without becoming discouraged or tired, one should try to do everything the 
Master has said. 
Like a vase into which the contents of another vase are emptied, one should remain in the state of mind of the Master with great 
devotion and courage, and one should receive, follow and learn all that is contained in his mind and all his qualities through study 
reasoning and practice. 

36 

Q: What is the meaning of the example quoted in the Phalpoce (Avatamsaka)sutra which illustrates the defect of not putting into 
practice the teachings one has received? 

A: "Whoever does not meditate and does not apply the Dharma is like a very expert ferryman who transport many people across a 
river, but who nevertheless drowns there himself in the water." 

37 

Q: What is the way of training of the mind through the meditative stability (or Samten) which is completely free of discursive 
thought? 

A: "To this end there exist three types of practice: 
"...the training in the state without discursive thought through the experience of pleasure and emptiness." 
"...the training in the state without discursive thought through the experience of clarity and emptiness." 
"...the training in the state without discursive thought of the ultimate nature of phenomena." 

38 

Q: What is the basic difference of meaning between samten (bsam stan) and tinnedzin (ting nge 'dzin)? 

A: Samten means a condition of collectedness in the individual, in which one is totally concentrated on the 'calm' aspect of the 
mind, as one is for example during the practice of shine. 
Tinnedzin ...refers to the continuation of the state of pure instantaneous presence or rigpa, completely beyond the mind. 

39 

Q: What is the way of training the mind in the state beyond discursive thought through (the union) of voidness and pleasure 
sensation (bliss)?      
What is its aim or purpose? 

A: 
Assume "...(the position which has) seven characteristics", 
Visualize "...one's own body as completely empty internally, like an inflated balloon." 
"... in its center, the central channel" is: 
a. "...straight like the stern of a chushing (a plant of the banana family)", 
b. "...thin as a lotus petal" 
c. "...blue as the sky without clouds," 
d. "...luminous as a sesame oil lamp:" 
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A the top of the central channel, "...which corresponds to the upper part of the head, one concentrates on a white letter HAM;" 
At the bottom of the central channel, "...below the navel, one concentrates ona red letter A" 
"Applying the 'four phases of breathing' (see kumbhaka holding as taught in Yantra Yoga) 
"...one pushes the upper prana downwards. 
and the lower prana upward." 
"Imagining at the same time that the letter A at the navel lights a fire which gradually rises until the letter HAM melts,..." 
"of its own accord a flow of nectar falls which fills the four principal cakras and all the secondary channels. 
The purpose of the practice is to cause "...the wisdom of (the union) of pleasure and emptiness to occur." 

40 

Q: What is the way of training the mind in the state beyond discursive thought through (the union) of clarity and voidness?  
What is its aim or purpose? 

A: 
" One exhales the impure breath three or nine times... " 
"...then one inhales air visualizing that the whole of one's external vision, ... dissolves into light, merging with the blue of the sky." 
"...this light blue penetrates our body" 
Then "...one pushes the prana strongly downwards and pulls up the lower prana a little in such a way as to join together (the two 
pranas)" 
"If one suffers from disturbances of the 'cold' kind, one imagines the air as a hot current; if ...one has problems of a hot nature, one 
visualizes the air as cool to the touch." 
Its aim is to cause the experience of clarity and voidness to arise. 

41 

Q: What is the way of training the mind in the state beyond discursive thought of the real condition, or dharmata? 
What is its aim or purpose? 

A: 
"With the body and mind relaxed, 
one remains without moving the pupils of the eyes, 
...find oneself in a condition beyond any type of concept or reasoning; 
without applying any particular effort with regard to the breathing, 
one directly mantains the 'central prana' (bar rlung): 
"Keeping the body in the position of the lotus, one pulls the lower prana lightly (updwards) and pushes the higher prana lightly 
down, holding the central prana at the level of the navel. 
The main aim is to mantain wisdom in its own condition. 

42 

Q: What are the benefits deriving from holding the 'central prana' or parlung (bar rlung)? 

A: 
This is the "middle" breathing and "holding and rotating it, one realizes the unification." 
The benefit is the wisdom that manifests in its dimension. Practice it both when one visualizes the body of a deity and when one 
practices the natural light. 
One mantains and succeeds spreading the 'Tigle' (male potentiality) 
One automatically purifies all the mental confusion of subject and object. 
One liberates in a state of rigpa all one's mental defects and the lack of clarity caused by sleepiness and obscuration or agitation. 
The sense do not suffer further damage (aging etc..) 
Disturbances and illnesses and phlegm and bile disappear. 
Those who have bloating of the stomach and who produce a lot of gas will overcome these problems. 
All infectious illnesses will be purified. 
One will not have parasites on one's body. 
The length of life will be increased like that of the sun and the moon. 

Reference: VP p.33 (4) and p.34 (25) 

43 

Q: What are the signs which indicate the level of mastery of the three (trainings) in the state totally free from discursive thought? 

A: "One acquires the capacity to concentrate one's own mind on anything whatsoever, and one will succeed gradually in prolonging 
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the experience of a state without thought, like space: these are signs that one is perfecting (the practice) that will manifest according 
to one's own capacities." 

44 

Q: What is the meaning of the word 'digpa' (sdig pa)? 

A: 'Digpa' is a Tibetan term (literally 'threats') which we have rendered as 'negative actions'. Its real meaning is 'hindrance', in that 
the potential to derive the accumulation of negative actions due to incorrect behaviour of body, voice and mind manifests as a force 
that hinders us, or threatens us with the interruption of our path towards liberation. 

45 

Q: What are the most serious among the non-virtuous actions? 

A: The following categories are generally considered to contain the most serious negative actions: 
the 5 actions 'without interval' (question 53), 
the 5 'near' actions to the preceding five (question 54), 
the 4 heavy actions (question 55) 
and the 8 contrary actions (question 56). 
the 10 non-virtuous actions:  
  Related to the body:             Related to the voice:                                  Related to the mind: 
   Taking life                              Lying                                                          Desire 
   Stealing                                  Slandering                                                   Malevolence 
   Sexual misconduct                 Speaking in an offensive manner               A contrary mental attitude (to the meaning of the teaching) 
                                                  Speaking to no purpose 

46 

Q: What is the way in which one accumulates a negative karma? 

A: With regard to producing a negative cause deriving from carrying out one of these actions, take the example of taking life.  
According to one way of looking at this, one would have to have the following four factors present: 
to have in mind exactly the person whom one wants to kill 
to have the precise intention of doing it 
the carrying out of the actual act itself 
lastly the person in question must be dead 
According to another way of looking at this point, the necessary conditions are only three: the intention to kill, the act itself, and the 
satisfaction of having killed. In any case there's is no great difference between the two interpretations, and one can apply them to 
any type of negative action.  

47 

Q: What is the difference between accumulating a negative karma in a direct or indirect way? 

A: There are two types of karma: 
Carried out and accumulated (direct). This term refers to a situation in which one feels enmity towards a person or animal and 
kills them with hatred and anger, or in the interest of one's own desires (eg food, skin) 
Not carried out and accumulated (indirect). This last refers to an indirect negative action carried out by others at one's request or 
else refers to one's being satisfied at an action being carried out by others. 

48 

Q: How many types or results of negative actions are there 

A: 
The fruit of matured karma 
the fruit which corresponds with the cause 
the fruit that coincides with the 'power' 
the fruit that 'produces the action of the individual'. 

 
 
 
49 

Q: How does the result of complete maturation (of karma) manifest? 
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A: This depends on the various types of intentions   but in general it’s that one falls into the suffering of the three lower states. 
intentions linked to anger - vision of the karma of hell 
intentions linked to attachment - vision of the pretas 
intentions linked to ignorance - visions of the animal realm 

50 

Q: How does the result corresponding to a cause manifest? 

A: The fruit of the cause can mature in such a way that the being is liberated from the three lower states, entering into a different 
karmic vision. This corresponds to the "fruit of the action" which corresponds to the cause and the "fruit of the experience" which 
corresponds to a cause. 

51 

Q: What is the difference between the result which corresponds to the cause in the activity and the result that corresponds to a cause 
in experience? 
What is the underlying cause of this? 

A: The first, the result which corresponds to the cause in experience, is if a person has killed many beings in a previous life, he will 
die at birth or early in life for many lives. The parents of such a child suffer as a result of having tortured animals or beings. 
The result that corresponds to the cause in activity, if a person has killed others they will enjoy killing at a young age or there will be 
a rebirth as a hawk or wolf etc...  

52 

Q: How does the result of a potentiality manifest (dbang gi bras bu)? 

A: The result of that which corresponds to power has to do with the objective level and person of being will be reborn in an 
unpleasant place where its life is in danger. 

53 

Q: What are the five negative actions whose result manifest immediately after death without there being any gap of time? 

A: "The five actions 'without interval' (so called because at the time of death they cause birth to take place directly in the worst 
dimensions of samsara, without the interval of the intermediate state or bardo) are: 
killing one's father; 
killing one's mother; 
killing an Arhat (a realized being); 
causing the body of a Tathagata (Buddha) to bleed with malicious intent; 
causing discord within the Community. 

54 

Q: What are the four negative actions next in seriousness after the five that are followed by no gap?  
(ndr: I think this should be five near actions) 

A: The five near actions are: 
killing a Bodhisattva, near in gravity to killing one's own father 
raping a nun, causing the breakage of her vow, near to killing one's own mother 
killing a practitioner on the path to liberation, near to killing an Arhat; 
appropriating for oneself illegally the income of the Community, near to causing discord within it; 
destroying stupas and other objects of worship, near in seriousness to making the body of a Tathagata bleed. 

55 

Q: What are the four heavy actions ? 

A: The four heavy actions concerning: 
Being honored: 
a. to take a high position in relation to wise persons 
b. to receive honors and gifts from tantric practitioners 
Blasphemy (voice) 
a. speaking ill of a realized being through ignorance. 
b. refusing to acknowledge a truth through pride 
c. discrediting one's companions through jealousy, misconstruing their good qualities. 
d. disowning a divinity (yidam) and taking up another for sectarian reasons. 
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Violations 
a. no respecting an oath 
b. breaking the rules of the vow of the vehicle of the Sravakas 
c. violating the committment of the vehicle of the Bodhisattvas 
d. breaking one's samaya or Tantric promise 
In Opposition 
a. to speak boastfully of the supreme equality (absolute truth) 
b. to act in opposition to the meaning of the real condition 
c. to provoke or create the secondary causes for carrying out the five actions without interval 
d. to have mistaken understanding of the ten non-virtuous actions, that is, to consider them virtuous. 

56 

Q: What are the 8 unfavorable actions? 

A: 
to denigrate virtuous actions 
to praise negative actions. 
to disturb the good disposition of a virtuous person 
to cause the interruption of the accumulation of merits by the faithful 
to repudiate one's master 
to repudiate the divinity (yidam). 
to repudiate one's spiritual brothers and sisters 
to violate the samaya or the promise made in the presence of the sacred mandala 

57 

Q: What are the means to accumulating virtuous actions? 

A: In general:  
Avoinding the ten non-virtuous actions one automatically carries out the virtuous. 
In particular:  
if one governs oneself with a pure intention or motivation, whatever action one undertakes will become the cause of merits, and the 
committmens to wish to avoid a negative action will bring us naturally to carry out the positive action. 
Positive actions: 
 Body:                                        Voice:                                               Mind: 
  saving life                                  Tell the truth                                    abstainance from desire 
  generosity                                  speak well of others                         loving kindness 
  avoiding sexual misconduct      speak nicely to others                      understanding of the meaning of the teaching or "view". 
                                                    speak about important things 

58 

Q: How many different types of results of virtuous actions are there?  
In what way does the result which corresponds to the merit manifest? 

A:  Virtuous fruit that corresponds to merit. 
a. action without movement (applying Samadhi) = rebirth in formless realm (1. infinite heaven, 2. infinite consciousness, 3. no 
form at all 4. supreme peak of existence). These have pure, clear mind, no body. 
b. small amount = rebirth with human vision 
c. medium amount = rebirth as an asura 
d. great amount = rebirth as a divinity of the world of passions 
Fruit whose cause corresponds to action. 
Desire to carry out virtuous actions is always greater than the intention to carry out negative actions. 
Fruit whose cause corresponds to experience. 

 
 
 
58 

Q: How many different types of results of virtuous actions are there?  
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In what way does the result which corresponds to the merit manifest? 

A: 
Virtuous fruit that corresponds to merit. 
a. action without movement (applying Samadhi) = rebirth in formless realm (1. infinite heaven, 2. infinite consciousness, 3. no 
form at all 4. supreme peak of existence). These have pure, clear mind, no body. 
b. small amount = rebirth with human vision 
c. medium amount = rebirth as an asura 
d. great amount = rebirth as a divinity of the world of passions 
Fruit whose cause corresponds to action. 
Desire to carry out virtuous actions is always greater than the intention to carry out negative actions. 
Fruit whose cause corresponds to experience. 

59 

Q: In what way does the result of virtuous activity corresponding to action manifest? 

A: "The 'virtuous result that corresponds to activity' manifests in the natural predisposition of a person, in which ever superior 
state he or she is reborn, to carry out good actions enthusiastically and refrain from acting in a negative manner." 

60 

Q: In what way does the result of the virtuous action corresponding to experience manifest? 

A: The coming together of the 10 positive circumstances in life, corresponding to the respective non-virtuous actions. 
Long life and few illnesses                                              (not having tortured men and animals) 
Riches and no disturbance from thieves or enemies        (not having stolen) 
Beautyful and virtuous consort and few enemies            (if one has avoided sexual misconduct) 
Loved and praised by all                                                  (if one has not lied) 
Be respected by those who surround one                        (if one has refrained from slandering others) 
Be treated always with kindness                                     (if one has abstained from speaking in an offensive way) 
Be listened to with attention and consideration              (if one has abstained from chattering uselessly) 
Easy accomplishment or any aim                                    (if one has abstained from desire) 
Never to be subjected to bad deeds                                 (if one has abstained from malevolence) 
Have a correct view that conforms to reality                  (as the result of not having erroneous ideas) 

61 

Q: What are the primary and secondary causes which determine having or not having a feeling of shame or restraint? 

A: This depends on believing or not believing in cause and effect.  
If one thinks only of one's benefit or own desires and all actions carried out are to this end then one doesn't have ngo tsha (feeling 
shame) and khrel (being careful not to do something bad because one fears the negative judgement of others. 
If one does not believe in cause and effect he will not be able to carry out any action without respecting the principle of karma and 
if forced not to respect this principle through secondary causes he will feel shame and restraint.  
Lack of these two create a person in a castle of pride, they do not recognise the teacher or virtuous companions and does not feel a 
similar intention. This way devotion and desire to follow the teaching cannot arise. 
Ngo tshe and khrel are the basis that cause devotion to arise. 

62 

Q: What is the reason for the necessity to have faith?  
What are the general and particular examples which illustrate the benefits of faith? 

A: Faith or devotion is fundamental to following the pure Teaching; to be specific, it is the essence of the refuge. There are two 
major hindrances in Dzogchen and Vajrayana, a contrary view and doubt. An attitude of faith and of genuine participation, without 
any separation between the individual and the teaching itself is the only effective cause for the rapid attainments or the 
empowerments and realizations like the medicine called karpo chigthub (the white panacea that heals all sicknesses) 
General: 
It is one of the 7 precious attributes 
It is indispensible as a wheel to its carriage 
It is like the precious wheel that day and night cause virtuous people to act 
Particular: 
Faith is most important among the Seven Riches of Noble Beings 
It is like a precious jewel that fulfills one's desires because it is the cause of realization of all the benefits and happiness in this and 
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the next life. 
It is like a treasure, the source of all good qualities. 
It is the foot needed to travel the path to liberation and omniscience 
It is the hand without which it is impossible to gather all the virtuous dharmas 

63 

Q: What are the three or four types of faith?      Which is the most important type of faith? 

A: 
·  Faith which derives from feeling:  These two are subject to change due to circumstances 
·  Faith which derives from desire 
·  Faith which derives from believing:  To be aspired to 
·  Faith which does not waver:    Can be received only from the concrete experience of the teaching of a master. Most important 

64 

Q: What are the reasons for which it is necessary to always follow the Master and the spiritual companions? 

A: "To succeed in distinguishing precisely between actions producing merits and, on the contrary, hindrances; to discover what is 
the real teaching and what is only a falsification of the teaching; to understand in a correct way the meaning of all that one studies 
and applies, beginning with the Refuge all the way up to total liberation: all this is the result of following a virtuous master." 

65 

Q: What are the examples which illustrate how the Master and the spiritual companions are the source of all good? 

A: A stump of common wood would be pervaded with perfume and fragrance if it fell in a forest of medicinal plants.  
"Normal persons totally conditioned by the passions are like a spiny plant"...but "following a saintly person would begin to 
emulate his or her behavior". 
The son of a Brahmin, who had a necklace with the fingers of those whom he had killed, including even his own mother, when he 
listened to the Buddha's teachings and followed them, he understood the truth.  
"Just as a climbing plant winds itself around a sala tree, those who follow masters are embraced by the splendour of goodness." 

66 

Q: What is the ultimate meaning of Refuge? 

A: Master Padma in The Form of Replies "The essence of Refuge is the desire to reach supreme enlightenment, together with 
compassion and committment. 
The ultimate meaning of Refuge is that one recognizes the path as the means that leads to liberation and takes refuge in it as such 
with all one's heart; in short the recognition of the path and the will to follow it are the ultimate meaning of the Refuge. One 
should try to deepen one's understanding of this point by receiving extensive oral teachings relating to it. 
"As far as the essential meaning is concerned, whoever has the desire to reach liberation as a pure motivation, and with this 
motivation studies with a master and follows his teaching, can consider him or herself already in the fundamental phase of of the 
Refuge." 

67 

Q: How many ways are there to take Refuge? 
What are their respective characteristics? 

A: "There are two ways of understanding the meaning of 'taking Refuge': with a provisional meaning and a definitive meaning. 
To take refuge temporarily in a person, in a non-human entity, in the power of a protective mantra etc., with the aim of avoiding 
direct or indirect disturbances at the phisical, energetic or mental level is what is meant by 'Provisional Refuge'... 
The aim of "Definitive Refuge", on the other hand, has to do with not only the resolution of these momentary problems, but 
principally with their cause or root, which is our dualism, in such a way as to obtain lasting salvation from the ocean of samsara... 
this is the meaning of Refuge in the Three Supreme Jewels which are the Buddha, dharma and sangha 
"Traditionally, however, there have come about different systems of 'taking Refuge'. thus in the Hinayana we have the "Refuge 
Vow", linked to the taking of a specific vow; in the Mahayana there is what is called the 'training of the Refuge', based on the 
principle of mental training. Sometimes one also speaks of the 'vow and training of the Refuge', according to a tradition that 
unifies the two systems." 

 
 
 
 
68 
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Q: What is the difference between the 'Refuge Vow', and the 'Training in Refuge'? 

A: "..in the i Hinayana we have the 'Refuge Vow', linked to the taking of a specific vow; in the Mahayana there is what is called 
the 'training of the Refuge', based on the principla of mental training." 
"In practice in the Hinayana they give you a kind of vow; if we feel we have taken a vow we feel we have to follow it and follow it 
very precisely. So that we have precise commitment."  
"As regards the Mahayana, the 3 mind trainings are similar to the vow...although in truth they are not the same as vows, they are a 
commitment. A commitment to work with our intention - that is why it is called a training." 

69 

Q: How does one take the Vow of Refuge in the Hinayana? 

A: "Lay people who formally receive the vow of Refuge in the Three Supreme Jewels are considered to belong to the category of 
'genyen who recognize the three Refuges'". 
"One receives formally from a master the vow of the 'recognition of the three Refuges'." 

70 

Q: What are the seven or 8 categories of vows of the 'Pratimoksa'? 

A: " 
gelongpa, for a fully ordained monk; 
gelongma, for a fully ordained nun; 
getsulpa, for a male novice; 
getsula, for a female novice; 
genyenpha, for a lay man; 
genyenma, for a lay woman; 
gelobma, for a nun who aspires to the vow of gelongma" 
and "separately the vow of nyenne, which can be taken by a genyen or genyenma".  
(The level of "bsnYen-gNas, by which one can take a vow for one day"). These are all vows for controlling negative actions of 
body, voice and mind. 

71 

Q: Is it necessary as a basis for entering the profound paths of Tantra and Dzogchen to have taken the vow of the Hinayana system 
with its precise characteristics? 

A: No, but it is necessary to keep the principles in mind. "Even if, for a person who follows the path of transformation of tantrism 
or the path of self-liberation of Dzogchen, it is not in fact indispensable to mantain a vow with the typical characteristics of the 
Hinayana, one needs to understand that the essence of the vow derives from having a sense of disgust for samsara, while its 
fundamental character is conduct based on the intention not to disturb others. Such a practitioner... visualizing in front of oneself 
the presence of an immense 'field of merits' (the master, the divinities, etc.) as the place of Refuge, should in addition, always and 
in every circumstance, mantain an attentive presence of awareness, in such a way as to apply as moral principle the intention of 
not disturbing others, and on the contrary, to act for their benefit."  

72 

Q: What is the way of applying the training of the Refuge according to the Hinayana? 

A: Master dByig bNyen (Vasubhandu) states: 
One should base oneself on morality, listen, analyse and practise meditation. The most important of these is morality. 
One controls "the impulses of body, voice and mind which lead one to act in a negative way". 
"The origin or cause of every kind of suffering is to be found in negative actions, and since these are always linked to disturbing 
emotions, such a practitioner, defeating all the enemies of the passions thanks to the application of the truth of the path of 
cessation, proceeds finally to supreme liberation."  

73 

Q: On the basis of what elements can one affirm that the Mahayana system is superior to the Hinayana? 

A: A difference is a stance between active and passive and doing or not doing. 
"...since the practitioners of the Mahayana are distinguished by the 'seven excellences' of intention, practice, wisdom, 
perseverance, methos, perfect realizations and action, there is a fundamental difference in principle between the observation of a 
vow (characteristic of the Hinayana) which is only directed towards not disturbing others, and the training in morality 
(characteristic of the Mahayana), which has as its objective the good of all beings." 

 
 
74 
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Q: What is the substantial difference between the principle of training in the Mahayana and that of the vow in the Hinayana? 

A:   bsLab pa  -  training           
based on intention and depends on necessity 
based on training, putting oneself at the disposition of others 
 
       sDom pa  -  vow 
must be maintained purely even at the cost of one's life 
base is giving up disturbing others 
 
7 qualities higher than the Hinayana are: 
 1) intention    2) way of application   3) wisdom    4) diligence   5) method   6) purity   7) capacity of attention 
 
8  vows: 
1) not to kill  2) not to steal   3) no sexual misconduct   4) not to lie   5) not to feel pride  6) not to take intoxicating substances 
7) debauched fun (dancing, singing)  8) beautification 
 
Schools: 
mDo sde pa (Sautrantika) 
Bye brag smra ba (Vaihbasika) 
Sems tsam pa (Yoga cara) 
dBu ma pa (Madyamika) 
 
This is the reason why in the writings of Atisa and many other masters it is explained clearly that the foundation of morality in the 
Hinayana is giving up the disturbing of others, while the basis of training in morality in the Mahayana is the commitment to act 
for the benefit or all other beings." 

75 

Q: What is the external way of taking refuge? 

A: The external way: 
In what object? 
Three Jewels with belief that only the omniscent Buddha is capable of saving beings from birth and death. 
Three causes for: 

• fear of suffering of samsara 
• faith in the Three Jewels  
• Recognition of the Three Jewels as object  

Way and Method 
• Based on three aspect of body, voice, mind 
• with fear of the three lower states 
• trusting in the Three Jewels 
• having stable faith and compassion 

Who? Needs 3 desired qualities 
• desire 
• faith 
• devotion 

Needs 3 intentions 
• Resolve to learn from that moment on, having transmigrated from beginningless time 
• Disavowing any kind of divinity 
• Recognition of omniscent Buddha as the unique and supreme refuge. 

Type of Commitment 
• To act for the benefit of all beings (I and all beings of the three worlds take refuge until we have realized the essence of 

enlightenment) 

76 
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Q: What is the internal way of taking refuge? 

A: The internal way: Padmasambava says, 
In what object? 
Field of Refuge is the Master, yidams and dakinis 
Way and Method 
Based on devotion of body, speech and mind 
Duration 
From the moment of initiation one begins to cultivate Bodicitta right up to total realization of Vadradhara 
Benefit 
Refuge serves to enable one to receive the teachings and empowerments of Tantrism 
What kind of person? 
A pratictioner of Tantrism 
What qualities? 

• Devotion 
• Desire 
• Respect 

Intention? 
• to recognise one's master as the Buddha. 
• Not to abandon the yidam 
• make offerings to the Dakinis 

Secondary Cause 
When devotion and the desire to practice the path of Vajrayana arise. 

77 

Q: What is the secret way of taking refuge? 

A: The secret way: Padmasambava says, 
Object 
Field of Refuge is the View (ITa ba), Meditation (sGompa), Attitude (sPyod pa) 
Way and Method 
View - need capacity to find the real meaning through the experience of contemplation 
Meditation 
Attitude - integrate with view 
Motivation 
to obtain total realization in this lifetima 
What kind of person? 
Those with superior capacity with the desire to realize themselves completely 
Intention 
free of a point of view dominated by hope or desire of attaining realization or of worry about abandoning samsara (these always 
become an obstacle) 

78 

Q: What is the way to apply the practice of Refuge in a concrete way? 

A: 
At the heart - inside a tigle - visualize a white, luminous letter A 
Sound A as if the sound was situated within it 
From the A infinite rayse spread out, symbolizing your intense devotion. 
Rays are reaching in all directions to activate the wisdom and promises of the ocean of masters, Rig dzin, (knowledge holders) and 
enlightened beings. 
Invite Padmasambhava, who appears in space in front of you in a dimension of five colored lights, as if he were really present. 
He is adorned at the head, throat and heart (three secret seats) with Om,Ah,Hum (three syllables of the Vajra), in which flow 
indissolubly all the empowerments of Body, Voice and Mind of your own root master, then of all rigdzins and enlightened beings. 
He is the "one who unifies all, the jewel that fulfills all desires." surrounded by manifestations of Buddha, dharma and sangha, 
masters of your own lineage, peaceful and wrathful ydams, dakas, and dakinis like the gathering masses of clouds. 
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We are present with infinite numbers of sentient beings and those with whom we have had a relationship, good or bad, in front of 
them. 
Desiring to take refuge all together from now until enlightenment, you recite Namo Guru bhya. This is the essence of refuge, 
called the one that can replace a thousand other methods. or it is enough to recite Bls ma la skyabs su mchtio (lanala chabsu chio). 

79 

Q: In what way is the correspondence between the three roots and the three jewels explained? 

A: The Three Roots - the Master is the root of the Three Jewels. (Buddha, Dharma, Sangha). According to the Advice of the 
Master Orgyan Padma -- "Even if there exist thousands of Buddhas the Master is the most important, because all the Buddhas of 
the epochs have become Buddhas following a master. The Master is the Buddha, Dharma and Sangha. If one neglects any 
offerings but honors the Master perfectly, satisfying him, then all one's desires will be fulfilled." 
The Three Jewels - in Tantrism the Master is seen as the Buddha Vajradhara in person, so that the Jewel of the Dharma means all 
the manifestations of the Samogakaya in the form of peaceful, wrathful and joyful yidams transmitted by him. 
[Line missing!?] 
as a particular method of the path of transformation. The Sangha consists of the dakinis who are the owners of the teachings and 
the true assistants, they together with the vajra brothers and sisters, are bound by the samaya promise and are strictly linked to the 
protectors, who are a deep and rapid path for attaining realization. 

80 

Q: Why is it affirmed that the Master is the sole foundation of refuge? 

A: The master is the Root of the Three Jewels (see question 79) 
Discussion: 
The path is what the Master teaches, the yidam are the path. 
The visual manifestation of the path is the sambogakaya. 
The manifestation of the path is the Sangha. 
They are all the same. 

81 

Q: What is the characteristic way used in Dzogchen of visualizing the field of merits? 

A: From the Master Longchenpa recite the following: 
In the dimension of the sky 
Appears a space which is full of masters, yidams, dakas and dakinis, 
I and all beings, with devotion, take refuge, 
in the Buddha, the Dharma and the noble Sangha. 
Repeat three, five or seven times with intense devotion. 

82 

Q: Is it possible to receive a vow and the training of refuge without going through a ceremony? 

A: According to Jigmed Lingpa in the Chariot of Two Truths: 
"Without depending on ritual one can take the Triple Refuge through an intense mental concentration." "A person who applies 
herself with intense concentration, notwithstanding the body and the voice can do without rituals. However, the absolute Refuge is 
the continuation of the contemplative state at the conclusion of a session of practice, when discriminating wisdom beyond concept 
is present. This is the infallible cause of Supermundane Refuge which one receives (directly) from the ultimate nature of 
phenomena." 
Discussion:  
With mind and intention, directly through the three roots, relaxed in the state. 

83 

Q: What is the fundamental principle of the cultivation of Bodhicitta? 

A: The altruistic aspiration to enlightenment, to attain enlightenment for the benefit of all beings. (examine oneself, transform bad 
intentions?) 

84 

Q: How many different ways are there for cultivating Bodhicitta? 

A:  1) Like a King  - Commander of a Ship or Navigator  2)  Like a Ferryman   3)  Like a Sheperd 
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Q: What is the way of cultivating Bodhicitta like a king or like a commander? 

A: "Like a navigator, the commander of a ship, or a king, which is to say first liberating oneself, with the intention of later saving 
others and carrying them to liberation." 

86 

Q: What is the way of cultivating Bodhicitta like a ferryman? 

A: "In the bodhicitta like a ferryman,...there is the desire to cross over the ocean of transmigration liberating oneself and others 
together." 

87 

Q: What is the way of cultivating Bodhicitta like a shepherd? 

A: One will "renounce the desire for liberation until all beings have attained enlightenment; like a shepherd who follows his 
flock." 

88 

Q: What is the fundamental subdivision with regard to the cultivation of Bodhicitta? 

A: As far as the essence of Bodhicitta is concerned, one can distinguish absolute and relative. According to the 
Bodhisattvacaryavayara, 
"In the same way that there is a difference between the desire to travel and actually traveling, a wise person gradually understands 
the difference between these two types. 
Relative - a person decides to walk the path and cultivates Bodhicitta through the Four Immesurables. As he actually walks the 
path he/she applies the six paramitas. Relative Bodhicitta can be received and obtained through a ritual. 
Absolute - Understanding the real meaning of voidness. Which derives from having trained along time in the cultivation of 
Bodhicitta on the Path of accumulation and application. 

89 

Q: Do the cultivation of intention and action belong to relative or absolute Bodhicitta? 

A: 
Intention - also called accumulation "...linked to the meditation on the Four Immesurables [it] is based on an aspiration similar to 
that of a person who has the desire to carry out a journey in a given country. 
Action - is "...the application of the true conduct of a Bodhisattva through the gradual training in the six perfections. 
Relative. "Both the Bodhicitta of intention or accumulation and the Bodhicitta of application are part of the relative Bodhicitta"  
 
The absolute Bodhicitta if the understanding of the real meaning of voidness, of the wisdom beyond every concept, and the real 
condition of existence, which derives after training for a long time. 

90 

Q: How should a practitioner cause the absolute Bodhicitta to arise in him or herself? 

A:  Absolute:  By "training oneself at length through the paths of accumulation and application, one arrives finally at the 'path of 
vision' which permits one to realize the wisdom of emptiness..." the real condition of existence. 
      Relative:  According to the "System of the Vast Behavior or Attitude" related to Maitreya, relative Bodhicitta must be 
received through a ritual. 
According to "System of the Profound View from Nagarjuna and lineage. "All dharmas depend on causes, therefore everything 
depends on intentions."   Therefore we can visualize a field of refuge in fron of us and together with all beings, take refuge with 
the desire to cultivate Bodhicitta right up to final realization. 

91 

Q: In what way, according to the explanations of the system of the 'Vast Behavior' or Gyachen Cholug, should a practitioner cause 
the 2 cultivations of relative Bodhicitta to arise within him or herself? 

A: "According to the 'System of Vast Behavior' which arose with the Buddha Maitreya, it is indispensable to receive the 
committment to the relative bodhicitta through a specific ceremony." This arose in harmony with the tradition of the Pratimoksha 
vows of the Hinayana. 

92 

Q: In what way, according to the explanations of the 'Profound Way of Seeing' or Sabmo Tawai Lug, should a practitioner cause 
the two cultivations of relative Bodhicitta to arise within him or herself? 

A: By intention 

93 
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Q: How can one take the commitment of the relative Bodhicitta oneself without the intermediary of a ritual ceremony?  

A:  One can visualize a field of refuge in fron of and together with all beings, take refuge with the desire to cultivate Bodhicitta 
right up to final realization.  

94 

Q: What is the way to apply the essence of Bodhicitta in the practice of Dzogchen? 

A: "...take up a daily recitation of the following verses originally contained in the Anu Yoga text called The Realization of the 
Yogin (rNalbyor grub pai, lung) and used by the master Longchenpa to express the foundation of the committment to bodhicitta: 
   
  I, and all sentient beings 
 bDag dang mtha 'yas sems can kun 
   an from the beginning enlightened 
 Ye nas sangs rgyas yin par la 
   recognizing this reality 
 Yin par shes pa'i bdag nyid du 
  I commit myself to Enlightenment 
 Byang chub mchog tu sems bskyed do 
 
  One should recite these verses training the mind with the aim of really integrating their meaning into oneself, keeping present the 
specific aims of the cultivation of bodhicitta. 

95 

Q: What are the principle elements of training for cultivating the Bodhicitta of Intention? (sMon pa)? 

A: The Four Immesureable Intentions 
Immesureable compassion 
Immesureable benevolence 
Immesureable joy 
Immesureable impartiality 
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Q: Why is it necessary to apply first of all 'immesurable equanimity'? 

A: "...there is danger that one's benevolence and compassion might fall into partiality" 
or, "...it is not easy for compassion or benevolence to arise and one could create limits." 
Examples: 
Since all beings have been our father or mother we should consider them all equal. rather than attachment to friends, hatred 
towards enemies or an ignorant uncaring attitude to those who we are indifferent. 
It must be like the attitude of a Rishi who makes an offering. Whether to a good or bad person it's at the same level 
All beings become the object of compassion without the limits of attachment or aversion (Adzom Drupa) 
Training: 
Choose someone who makes hatred arise in us. 
Think that they could have been our parents, a friend or an enemy... 
This illusory vision could finish in an instant... 
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Q: What is the meaning of "unlimited loving-kindness"? 
What is the way of training the mind in this, and what examples are used with regard to this aim? 

A: "Total benevolence" is the desire that all beings withouth any distinction, should possess supreme happiness and never be 
separated from it. 
Examples: 
"...even if a child is in conflict with its parent, they overcome all difficulties until their child is well and happy". So one should act 
for the benefit of beings both directly and indirectly 
"...like a mother bird who cares for he r young preparing first a comfortable and smooth nest, then covering them with her wings 
and comforting them with the heast of her body, until they are able to fly away, one should act in this way., showing an infinite 
compassion with body, voice and mind. 
Training: 
Pray not to disturb others in any way or to create any problems for them, causing no one to suffer from the little dog at the door to 
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our aging parents. 
Pray that we ourselves will be able to bring about both provisional and definitive happiness for them. 
Apply one's thought and actions to these ends. 
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Q: What is the meaning of "immesurable compassion"? 
What is the way of training the mind in this, and what examples are used with regard to this aim? 

A: "Total Compassion" is the desire that all beings should not experience any suffering. 
Examples: 
"feel like a mother without hands who sees the river taking away her son, she suffers and cries terribly with no possibility to save 
him, so when we see the beings drowning in the river of suffering, compassion arises 
Training: 
Imagine oneself to be a guilty person unable to escape and suffering legal penalties. 
Imagine oneself in a position of animals about to be slaughtered and are close to death, then ask oneself what one is to do. Can one 
escape or hide or find safety? One can lose one's life in an instant. Take suffering on oneself until one feels a sensation of fear. 
Imagine father and mother suffering and imprisoned ina a cage of anxiety in danger of death and wish one could liberate them 
from the pain they are feeling. Train so one feels such compassion it is difficult to bear and relax into a state beyond concepts. 
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Q: What is the meaning of "immeasurable joy"? 
What is the way of training the mind in this, and what examples are used with regard to this aim? 

A: "Immeasurable Joy" is the intention or desire to calm every type of jealousy or competitiveness in relation with others. 
Examples: 
One should be like a camel that loses its child and then finds it again. Since it's more attached it feels more suffering and happier 
when it finds it again 
Training: 
Choose a close friend who stands out from the others and think "How happy I would be if his prosperity and prestige would grow 
even more, together with his intelligence and his fame and if he was always sheltered from disturbances caused by others". 
Choose a person we feel indifference and repeat above 
Choose a person we hate and repeat 
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Q: What is the way for a practitioner to keep alive the training of the "4 Immeasurables"? 

A: As a daily practice recite the following verse: 
May all beings posses happiness and the cause of happiness 
May all beings be without suffering and the cause of suffering 
May all beings never be separated from the happiness that is free of suffering 
May I feel towards all beings an "immesurable impartiality", beyond closeness and distance, attachment and hatred. 
One recites these verses integrating their meaning well and keeping present the specific aim of the 4 immesureables. 
As Jigsmed gLing pa said: 
If one has a good intention, the path and the realization are good! 
Since all depends on our intention, one must train as much as possible to cultivate good intentions. 
Benefits: 

• One is protected by divinities who control all that is positive. 
• One receives empowerments from the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas 
• One realizes all ones desires. 
• Whatever activity one undertakes will be virtuous 
• There will be no suffering at the moment of death. 
• In the end one will realize the state of the Buddha. 
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Q: What are the principal elements of the training for cultivating the Bodhicitta of Action? 
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A: The training in the Bodhicitta of action or application consists of: These are linked principally to method and are called the five 
paramitas: 
1) generosity              2) morality                  3) patience                 4) diligence                 5) Dhyana or meditation    
6) paramita Prajna: Accumulation os wisdom 
One should train in these gradually and try and integrate the meaning into ones own condition. 
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Q: How many subdivision does the perfection or paramita of generosity have? What is the meaning of each of these subdivisions? 

A: 
The gift of material things -- food, wealth, ones body 
The gift of the teaching -- initiations, transmissions, explanations. 
The gift of salvation from fear -- to help directly and indirectly those whose lives are in danger and have no possibility of 
salvation. 
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Q: How many subdivisions are there to the gift of material things?  
In what way should it be practically applied? 

A: 
Offering a gift. Offering as much as possible according to ones capacities.  
eg a mouthful of food. without having any self interest or expecting anything in return, one offers material things without 
attachment or greed. 
Offering a great gift. One considers the example of Loketsvara who made a gift of all his riches contained in the treasures of his 
father, even his son. 
Supreme Offering. A gesture of total offering like the Bodhisattva who offered his own body to a hungry tiger. This offering, 
however, cannot be carried out by ordinary people, but only those who have reached the level of Bodhisattva. 
In Dzogchen: what a pratictioner should apply is the gift of the body, as its visualized in the practice of Chod, togather with other 
types of offering such as the offering of water, of the smoke of burnt food, a grain of barley for pretas, etc. 
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Q: How should one offer the "Gift of the Teaching"?      In what way should it be practically applied? 

A: 3 ways:   Initiations , Transmissions,  Explanations 
If individual has not overcome self interest he can give this gift only in appearance, eg: 

• Like a person in a dark place pushes a lamp away from themselves and everything else is lit up the person themselves 
remains in darkness 

• Like pouring liquid from one vase into another, when one is filled up, the other remains empty. 
 
Those who have obtained specific realizations, or their master has asked them to do so, must certainly act for the benefit of others. 

• Like a lamp that illuminates and never remains in the dark itself. 
• They remain the same because there is nothing to be emptied or filled. 

For beginners, gover all with 3 Sacred Principles:  
• Refuge 
• Understanding the real nature of phenomena 
• Dedication of merit 

Make offerings of water 
Make offerings of the body. 
 
Offer the gift of the teaching with these words of the Buddha: 
Dont commit any negative action  
Perfectly practice virtue 
Completely tame your own mind 
This is the teaching of the Buddha. 
 
Train with the intention to be able to act this way in the future.  
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Q: How should one offer the Gift of Salvation From Fear?       In what way should it be practically applied? 
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A: Committing oneself to help all beings made anxious by fear, according to ones capacity both directly and indirectly. 
Try to give protection to those who are persecuted and to save those whose lives are in danger. 
Example: Save an animal who is going to be butchered. 
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Q: How many subdivisions are there to the perfection or paramita of morality?     What do they mean? 

A: The Clear Light to Liberation states: 
"The Paramita of morality has 3 aspects: 

• refraining from harmful actions and habits through moral behavior. 
• accumulating virtuous dharmas and actions. 
• acting for the benefit of others. 

(Dharmas are recurring factors of experience - that which upholds its own characteristic. All emotional factors are considered 
unvirtuous. 
Dzogchen - observation of ones intention, being aware.) 
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Q: What does the morality of abstaining from negative behavior consist of?       How should one apply it?  

A: The Clear Light of the Path to Liberation continues: 
"To control harmful actions and habits through morality or a vow, one should think of and remember the consequences of 
breaking a vow. With all the actions of ones body, voice and mind, one should try to eliminate and give up all that is negative in 
relation to the Path, as if it were poison."  
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Q: What does the morality of accumulating virtue consists of?     How should one apply it?  

A: "The accumulation of virtuous dharmas involves trying to develop in ones condition all that is positive and all the roots of 
virtue, even the smallest, either through a vow or through training." 
The morality of accumulating virtuous actions consists in the wish to apply oneself to all the virtuous actions that correspond to 
the principles of the vow or the commitment which one has taken, and in the effort to continually mantain the presence of 
awareness in such a way as to always increase ones accumulation of virtues.  
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Q: What does the morality of benefiting beings consists of?       How should one apply it? 

A: In order to act for the benefit of others without harboring any personal self-interest, one should apply the four virtuous 
accumulations (bsDu bai dNgos ps): offering gitfs, speaking kindly, acting in a correct way, and acting according to the 
circumstances in such a way that one can really benefit others. Even if it is not easy for a beginner to apply all this, one can 
succeed by following the three sacred principles. 
4 ASPECTS of a Bodhisattva (du en o po): 4 Virtuous Accumulations, 4 attitudes that attract disciples. The morality of acting for 
the benefit of others means that when all self-interest has been exhausted one acts for the benefit of others through the 4 attitudes 
that attract disciples: 

• liberality (offering gifts) - opening the door to those who have not yet begun the teaching 
• pleasant speech (speaking kindly) - modulating ones voice (Manjushri) bring them to knowledge in a pleasant way, 

satisfying them and making them happy. 
• Purposeful activity (acting ina correct way) - bring them to knowledge according to their own needs even if one has to 

speak firmly - and according to their wishes. 
• Harmony (acting according to the circumstances) - enter into their dimension so that they apply a virtuous form of 

conduct and manner - acting consistently with that which one teaches.  
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Q: What is the best way to apply internally the essence of the training in morality? 

A: From the Bodhisattvacaryavatara: 
Those who desire to observe the committment (morality), 
controlling themselves perfectly, must watch their own minds; 
if one does not watch over ones own mind, 
it is impossible to observe such a commitment. 
 
Application: 
Those who follow these trainings must observe their own minds with great presence.  
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Remember what one can and cannot do while mantaining a presence in the three dimensions of body, voice and mind.  
Staying present, one remembers the benefit of virtuous action, and the consequences of negative actions. 
Apply this in daily practice. 
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Q: How many subdivisions are included in the perfection or paramita of patience?    What are the characteristics of each of them? 

A: The perfection of patience has 3 subdivisions: 
enduring the bad received in exchange for good 
the patience of sacrificing oneself for the Teaching 
the patience of not becoming afraid when faced with the deep meaning [of the Teachings]. 
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Q: What is the practice of enduring the negative actions of others towards oneself?      How should one apply it?  

A: This first type of patience consists in bearing in general the disturbances, the insults, the hidden criticisms, etc., and other types 
of wrongs done to oneself by others; in particular, putting up with the bad that comes to us as a response to the good which we 
have done. In all these cases, remembering the negative consequences of anger and keeping present the benefits of patience, one 
should apply oneself to it.  
Anger as very heavy consequences. Understanding this principle one must try to be present and to train oneself recognizing the 
consequences of anger. As beginners, we are like a little snake which easily becomes agitated, and it is not easy for us to put up 
with things patiently; for this reason we must try to apply ourselves in the practice.  
First of all we train in the practice of not becoming angry, of not becoming agitated. 
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Q: What is the practice of enduring hardships for the sake of the Teachings?        In what way should it be applied?   

A: Letting the wind blow away all our attachments for this life, (that is to say, without attaching too much importance to things, 
letting go of them) one endures every type of diffidulty, trying to study, to examine and to apply oneself with patience.  
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Q: What is meant by the endurance of not being alarmed or shocked when confronted with the profound meaning? 

A: Bearing with courage the profound meaning of the Teaching means that if a person listens or enters into contact with this true 
deep meaning, even if he cannot grasp it, he does not develope a contrary view, but thinks instead of how happy he will be when 
he has finally understood it in a correct way; and even if he is not able to apply or practice it, he will show devotion and respect 
towards the profound meanings of the Teaching and towards those who teach it with their hearts. 
The last type of patience consists in training oneself to not become afraid when faced with truths such as that of profound 
emptiness (sunyata) and in particular when faced with the principle which transcends cause and effect, good and bas, etc., as these 
are explained in the Twelve Vajra Laughs (rDo rjei gad mo bcu gnyis) and in the tantras of the Dzogchen Ati.  
On the contrary, one must have respect and devotion towards these teachings, and express the desire to succeed one day in 
understanding their profound meaning.  
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Q: What is the way to apply internally the essence of tolerance (or forbearance)? 

A: Concerning how one should practice patience [within oneself] the Bodhisattvacaryavatara states: 
"As far as the limits of space extend on can find beings who seem wicked and unfriendly; it is impossible to change all of them. 
To conquer ones own mind when anger arises is the only thing to do, because thus it is as if all ones enemies were conquered." 
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Q: How many subdivisions are included in the perfection or paramita of perseverance.   What does each of them mean? 

A: "The perfection of perseverance has three subdivisions: perseverance like an armour; perseverance in application; and the 
perseverance of never considering oneself satisfied". 
"Perseverance lika an armour involves a commitment and an effort in relation to the teaching that is sincere and comes from the 
bottom of ones heart..." 
"By perseverance in application is meant always mantaining present the sense of the fleeting nature of time, without falling into 
the laziness which gives birth to the attitude of indifference of wanting to put off practicing until tomorrow." 
"This last time of perseverance consists in not considering oneself immediately satisfied as soon as one completes a small 
quanitity of virtuous action." 
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Q: What is the perseverance that is like an armour?     How should it be applied? 
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A: The perseverance like an armour is the first of the three paramitas of perseverance. One applies it in this way: One tries to learn 
through studying the spiritual biographies of the Masters, Buddhas and Bodhisattvas of the past, their deeds and their sacrifices for 
the teachings. Then feeling joy, one encourages oneself, thinking: "How is it possible that I can let myself go on in this way 
allowing myself to be dominated by laziness?"; and even if one is not capable of acting like those masters of the past, one tries in 
every possible way to emulate them 
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Q: What is the perseverance of application?      How should one apply it? 

A: The perseverance of application is the second subdivision in the perfection of perseverance. One applies it thus: When one 
decides to practice the Dharma one does not let oneself be carried away by laziness and indifference, postponing everything until 
tomorrow or the day after tomorrow; one does not abandon oneself even for a moment to laziness, just like a fearful person who 
suddendly finds oneself having to fight against a snake that clings to their knee, or else like a beautyful woman whose hair has 
caught fire; remembering impermanence, one enters into the practice of the Dharma.   
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Q: What is the perseverance of never considering oneself to have achieved a satisfactory level?    How should one apply it? 

A: This is the last subdivision of the perfection of perseverance. To apply it: We should not be immediately satisfied when we 
succeed in applying virtuous actions in some small way, but rather we should think to ourselves that our virtuous actions are not 
yet sufficient; and not allowing ourselves to be conditioned by laziness or by negative actions we should decide to abandon 
meaningless actions that are conditioned by illusion. 
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Q: How should one apply the essence of perseverance internally? 

A: The way of carrying the Paramita of diligence into practice is expressed in the Bodhisattvacaryavatara as follows: "Since the 
human body is like a boat that carries one over the river of suffering, and since it is not easy to find such a boat in the future, one 
should not allow oneself to fall into the sleep of ignorance".       (In summary) This is the way to train the mind. 
With the whip of impermanence one rouses oneself from laziness which inders ones application; 
thinking of the pleasures of the Dharma, of the sacred teaching, one renounces the laziness brought about by attachment to actions 
that are negative or without meaning. 
Encouraged by this our mind will reject the laziness which hinders us from practicing. These are the three ways of renouncing 
(spong ba) laziness.       (Add 6 capacities) 
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Q: How many subdivisions are included in the perfection or paramita of meditative stability (Dhyana)?  
What are their respective meanings? 

A: The perfection of meditative stability includes three subdivisions: the meditative concentration of beginners, the meditative 
concentration that discerns the real meaning, and the meditative concentration that is the virtue of the Tathagatas. 
By meditative concentration of beginners one means a way of meditation in which one is attached to the experience of pleasure, 
clarity and absence of thought, for which reason basically one has the intention to want to experience these states. 
The meditation that discerns the real meaning involves a way of meditating in which one has overcome the attachment to the 
various types of experience, but since the real meaning of meditation has not yet arisen, one remains attached to the concept of 
voidness as an antidote. 
By the meditative concentration of the Tathagatas is meant a state of concentration in which one has overcome even the 
attachment to the concept of voidness as an antidote, and one finds oneself in the state without discursive thought of the ultimate 
nature of phenomenon. 
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Q: What is the "meditative stability of ordinary persons"?      How should it be applied? 

A: This is described in the Kun bzang Bla mai zhal Lung as follows: "When a person meditates for the experience of pleasure, 
clarity, or absence of thoughts (mi rtog pa) and tries to have and stay in that type of experience, it is said that such a person is 
applying the ordinary Dhyana. 
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Q: What is "the meditative stability that distinguishes the real meaning"?   How should it be applied? 

A: When one overcomes attachment to experiences, but one is still attached to antidotes such as the concept of Shunyata (absolute 
voidness) even though one does not yet have a precise experience of Dhyana, this is called the Dhyana that distinguishes the real 
meaning. 
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Q: What is "the meditative stability which is the virtue of the Tathagatas"?      How should it be applied?  
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A: When one overcomes the concept of antidotes (such as Shunyata) and remains in the Dharmata state of Dhyana undisturbed by 
thoughts, this is called "the Dhyana of the virtuous Tathagatas". 
When one practices Dhyana, in every moment of practice, ones body should be in the position of Vairocana that has seven 
qualifications (as described in the Yantra Yoga text in the Nyi zla kha sbyor, and in the related commentary the Norbui melong as 
follows:  

• The legs are crossed in the position of the lotus, the hands rest on the knees 
• the tongua touches the palate, the eyes the lips and the teeth are relaxed in their positions 
• the back must be straight, from the nose down to the navel 
• the upper part of the body, and the shoulders must be open and spread apart 
• all the parts of the body are controlled and at the same time relaxed") Ones gaze should be level. 

 If the body is seated in a straight manner, the channels will also be straight; and if the channels are straight, the prana (breathing) 
will be straight. One should not lie down, one should not lean on anything, but should remain with ones back and body straight. 
The mind should not think of anything in particular; one should remain without concepts and relax in this state.  
This is the essence of the Paramita of Dhyana 
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Q: What are the secondary practices of the perfection of meditative stability in which one needs to train oneself?    

A: As a secondary training in the perfection of meditative concentration (Samten) it is necessary to practice the following 3 types 
of meditation: on the equality of oneself and others, on the exchanging of oneself and others, and on holding others to be dearer 
than oneself. 
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Q: How should one train oneself in the meditative stabilization (that develops ones understanding of) the equality of oneself and 
others? 

A: The Clear Light of the Path to Liberation states: "Just as we ourselves do not desire suffering, but wish for happiness so too do 
all beings; one needs to try to practice both directly and indirectly to benefit and make happy all beings until they all overcome 
suffering; thus one tries to uproot all ones bad intentions based on attachment and hatred, and one trains in feeling oneself to be 
equal to all others."  
One tries to protect others as if one was acting for oneself. in the Bodhisattvacaryavatara: "If a person trains in this way and 
becomes used to this method, feeling delight in calming the suffering of other beings... such a person is capable, if necessary, of 
entering into the dimension of hell in this manner." 
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Q: How should one train oneself in the meditative stabilization (that develops one through the practice of) exchanging oneself 
with others?    

A: (Toglen) 
• If we should find before us, or if we visualize, a sentient being fiercely tormented with pain, as we exhale, we imagine 

ourselves to be offering to them all the happiness and merit we have accumulated  
• and as we inhale we imagine ourselves to be transfering and receiving within ourselves all their sufferings. In such a way 

we should meditate, beginning with the pain f a single person, and continuing right up to gradually including all sentient 
beings. 

To train the mind one should prononouce the following words: 
I offer all the virtues I have accumulated to all beings. May the whole sky be filled with benefits and happiness. 
I will take on and carry on my shoulders the suffering of other beings. Thus I will dry up the ocean of suffering. 
 
These words contain power -- because they have been used by many Masters, partcularly in practices suh as Chod. 
Remain calm in awareness and presence -- one notices all suferings and trains in taking them on oneself. If we are suffering or ill, 
train this way: 
Many many beings are suffering like me. May all their suffering mature in me.  So that they shall be free of it and can enjoy 
happiness. 
Considering oneself to be full of defects and others to be gifted with an ocean of qualities, one gives up atachment to the ego and 
takes the place of others meditating in this way.  
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Q: How should one train oneself in the meditative stabilization (that develops one in) caring more for others than for oneself? 
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A: The Clear Light of the Path to Liberation contains the following invocation (regarding holding others more dear tha oneself): 
If, remaining in Samsara or taking rebirth in the lower realms I should be struk by any kind of undesired disaster,  I will bear it, 
maturing on myself the suffering of other beings. May all virtues and my happiness be perfected for the sake of all beings. 
 
One should train in this way from the bottom of ones heart, one should relax in a state beyond concepts. 
One should understand furthermore that we ourselves and all others are an illusion, an unreal dream.  
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Q: How many subdivisions are included in the perfection of discriminating wisdom, or prajnaparamita? 
What does each of them mean? 

A: The perfection of discriminating wisdom has 3 subdivisions: 
• The wisdom that derives from listening. 
• The wisdom that derives from reflection, and 
• The wisom that derives from meditation. 
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Q: How should one cultivate the discriminating wisdom which arises from listening?       How should one apply it? 

A: The pratictioner listens attentively to the words of the Master and tries to understand the meaning in a precise way.  
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Q: How should one cultivate the discriminating wisdom which arises from reflecting (on the teachings)?  
How should one apply it? 

A: Once one has understood the meaning, one should examine what one has heard in a profound way (without remaining just at 
the level of the words), and compare it with ones own condition, thus stabilizing ones knowledge. One becomes capable of 
relating the understanding of the different teachings one has received from a master to ones own condition, and examines the 
meaning of the various concepts in such a way as to establish knowledge of them and to eliminate all possible doubts.  
When one practices in this way it is not necessary to ask for confirmation from someone else because one has understood the 
meaning well oneself, and thus one has become independent. 
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Q: How should one cultivate the discriminating wisdom which arises from meditation?   How should one apply it? 

A: Santideva said:  The relative and the absolute are called the two truths:  - the absolute is not an object of knowledge of the mind 
                                                                             - the mind is what is considered to be the relative. 

After having understood all this one applies it in practice... carry(ing) the meaning into the level of practice -- thus one understands 
that all five objects of the senses (form, sound, smell, taste and touch) appear even though they do not have any concrete nature, 
that they are like an illusory vision, that the effect of a cause... a mirage. Even if everything that arises both internally and 
externally has no real concrete existence, it nevertheless appears like an illusion, like an echo; and it manifests even though 
nothing solid exists as a basis for it, and no-self exists based on it. It is like a city of the Dri za (a class of beings who do not have 
bodies and who feed off smells), or like a magic city in the dimension of the unreal.  
Observing all visions one realizes that they are false and unreal. Observing too the nature of the thinking subject who does not 
block anything but perceives this illusory vision, one discovers the emptiness of he one who thinks.  
The nature of the Dharmata is like the sky, empty and clear.  
Prajnaparamita means relaxing in this state of knowledge.  
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Q: What is the meaning of the 2 truths?     In what way should a pratictioner apply them within him or herself? 

A: The Bodhisattvacaryavatara states: 
There are two truths, the one relative, and the other absolute; 
The absolute truth is not an object of the mind, of thought. The mind is relative. 
One has to bring the meaning of this explanation into practice, by realizing in ones own condition the absence of an independent 
self-nature of phenomena.  
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Q: What is the meaning of the 2 aspects of the lack of inherent self existence? 

A: The first is the abscence of an independent self-nature of the individual;  
the second is the abscence of an independent self-nature of the dharmas, or phenomena. 
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Q: What is meant by the lack of inherent self existence of the individual? 

A: Consider what is called the individual, I, sentient being, reaper of the fruits of good and bad actions; is this individual made up 
of the body, voice or mind, or something separate from them? Is it eternal or impermanent? Inanimate material or consciousness? 
It is necessary to inquire and analyse in this and many other ways until we discover that it is only as a result or the illusory mind 
that we consider to be an I something that is lacking in any identity whatsoever. Thus understanding definitivaly that in reality 
there does not exist any I or individual who has an inherent existence, we should cause this knowledge to arise in us. 
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Q: What is meant by the lack of inherent self existence in phenomena? 
What is the way of applying it? 

A: This means that all phenomena do not have independent self-nature.  
To apply the abscence of an independent self-nature of phenomena or dharmas, one applies the four relaxations in remembering 
(Dran pa nye bar bzag pa; dran pa means remembering; nye pa bzag pa means to relax) (In Q 137-40 below this phrase is 
rendered as trenpa nyershag [J.M.]): 
the relaxation in remembering of the body 
the relaxation in remembering of sensation 
the relaxation in remembering of the mind 
the relaxation in remembering of phenomena 
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Q: What is meant by the mindfulness or trenpa nyershag of the body? 

A: With regard to the practice of the gradual training, the commentary to the Bodhisattvacaryavatara by dPal sprul Rinpoche 
states: 
"The whole of Existence, the universe, Samsara and Nirvana, and all phenomena appear through the mind, all is defined and 
recognize by the mind; in any event, beyond the mind nothing exists; since the mind is conditioned and dominated by the body, 
one must first of all examine the body: 
Are the body and the individual limbs that form it the same thing or not? 
Where does that which is known as the body come from? 
Where is it now? 
Where does it disappear to? 
Examining in this way one discovers that the body is without any self-existent nature, and one relaxes in this discovery and in the 
meaning of this discovery. Relaxing in this understanding, we will continue in a contemplative state. 
When attachment to ones own body or that of others arises, one meditates imagining ones body as an impure and unreal thing, like 
an illusion, and thus one overcomes the vision of attachment to the body. 
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Q: What is meant by he mindfulness or trenpa nyershag of sensation? 

A: (Continuing Patruls commentary:) 
"Sensation, of pleasure and of suffering, is the root of the passions, of attachment, of accepting and rejecting. 
Are these an asepct of the mind or are they something else? 
Examining in this way, one discovers that all sensations and suffering do not have an inherent self-nature or a concrete meaning, 
and one meditates on this discovery, training in this way." 
Relaxing ourselves in this understanding, we continue as before in a contemplative state. 
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Q: What is meant by the mindfulness or trenpa nyershag or the mind? 

A: (Patrul, continued): 
"The six sense consciousness, the continuation of consciousness that appears as before and after, as now good and now bad, are 
they the same thing as the mind or not? All that manifests in the mind as pleasure and suffering, believing and not believing, desire 
and rejection, the dharma and the non-dharma, happiness and misery, attachment and aversion, are they the same thing or many 
different things? 
Examining in this way one discovers he nature of these manifestations. 
If they are one same thing, why does this single thing appear in so many different ways? 
Why does this one single mind have these different aspects of suffering, aversion, and attachment?  
If these things manifest as secondary causes according to circumstances, what then is the essence of a mind that is not conditioned 
by secondary causes?   What is its nature?   Does it exists or not?     Is it permanent or impermanent? 
Examining repeatedly one discovers that the mind does not have a root, a basis, and one succeeds in establishing this knowledge. 
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Q: What is meant by the mindfulness or trenpa nyershag of phenomena? 

A: After having inquired into the nature of the body, sensations and the mind, let us now examine all possible phenomena and 
those things that are the objects of consciousness included in the sphere of cognition, of volition and of all that which is not 
included among the aggregates: they have their origin solely in the interdependence of cause and effect, for which reason one will 
finally discover voidness or the absence of any independent existence whatsoever, beyond all conceptual limits. 
Recognizing thus that all that manifests in the relative sphere is of the nature of a dream, we will train ourselves in a behavior of 
renunciation with regard to passion and hatred. Being aware that in the absolute sense of phenomena or entities do not have even 
the slightest concrete reality, we will practice total non-attachment. 
In the absolute condition there does not exist a phenomena that is concrete, right down to an atom. If one realizes this 
understanding there cannot be attachment. Therefore practice in the way described. 
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Q: How should one apply the essence of the perfection of discriminating wisdom within oneself? 

A: "With the practice and the integration of this knowledge in ones own state one discovers the real meaning of that which in the 
Vehicle of the Cause is defined as the two absences or self-nature."   With the question : Who's experiencing or Who is aware of? 
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Q: How many subdivisions are included in the categoy of the Vehicles of Philosophical Analysis? What are their names? 

A: There are three subdivisions in the category of the Vehicles of Philosophical Analysis: 
Listeners (Sanskrit: Sravakas; Tibetan: Nyan thos) 
Solitary Realizers (Skt: Pratyekabuddhas; Tib. Rang sang rgyas) 
Bodhisattvas (Tib. byan chub sems dpa) 
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Q: What is the fundamental principle of the view of the Vehicle of the Sravakas or Listeners? 

A: The theoretical view of those who follow the vehicle of the Sravakas is as follows:  
they consider that both the theory which asserts the total non-existence of phenomena (nihilism), and the theory which on the other 
hand asserts the eternal quality of phenomena (eternalism), as in the argument artfully conjectured by the Mutegpas and the other 
extremist schools, are like mistaking a rope for a snake, and have no foundation whatsoever.  
That which the Sravakas consider real in an absolute sense is consciousness, together with the infinitesimal particles of the four 
large elements (earth, water, fire and air) that make up the aggregates, the sense bases, the sources of perception, etc.  
Their practice consists in meditating on the Four Noble Truths, through which they gradually realize the four types of fruit. 
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Q: What are the Four Noble Truths?      What is the meaning of each of them? 

A: The Four Noble Truths, which are extremely frequently referred to in the Sutra tradition, are: 
• The truth of suffering 
• The truth of the origin of suffering 
• The truth of the cessation of suffering 
• The truth of the path (to the cessation of suffering) 
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Q: What is the fundamental principla of the theoretical vision of the vehicle of the I or solitary Buddhas? 

A: The theoretical view of those who follow the vehicle of the Pratyekabuddhas or solitary Buddhas agrees with that of the 
Sravakas with regard to the negation of the argument that an eternal being exists as the basis of phenomena, as is artfully imagined 
by the Mutegpas and the other extremist schools.  
Where they differ is rather in a partial understanding of the absence of an independent being in phenomena related to the aggregate 
of form.  
Furthermore with regard to the way in which they reach their specific fruit of realization, in contrast to the Sravakas they succeed 
without following a master, arriving at an understanding of the profound meaning of the ultimate nature of phenomena through the 
twelve links of the chain of interdependent causation (Skt: Pratityasamutpada; Tib: rten `brel yan lag bcu gnyis) and through the 
virtue of practice carried out in other lives. 
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Q: What are the 12 links in the chain of interdependent causation?      What is the meaning of each of them? 

A: 
Ignorance (ma-rig-pa) 
blind woman feeling her way with a staff 
Absence of knowledge of Four Truths. 
Perception (du byed), Volitional Formations 
potter forming clay on a wheel 
karmic impulses from all past lives 
unconscious residues from past actions (personal and collective unconscious) 
duality causes rebirth 
Consciousness (rnam shes) 
monkey in a tree laden with flowers 
rebirth, consciousness arises 
Name & Form (ming gzugs) 
ship with four passengers (skandas), fifth man is steering (consciousness) ocean is (samsara) 
mind and body arises (before split) 
Sense Organs (skye mched) 
empty house with six windows and objects 
6 spheres of sense activity each with 3 factors sense object-organ-consciousness 
Contact (reg pa) 
man with an arrow in his eye 
sense impression (all 3 simultaneous) 
Sensation (tshor ba) 
man and woman embracing 
feeling pleasure, pain, indifference 
(rebirth process is present and present effects of past karma in these first) diff between 7&8 emotions come in here- cut 
habituation here 
Desire (sred pa) 
man drinking wine 
3 fold sensual pleasure, self preservation and self-enhancement coupled with ignorance about real nature 
Grasping (len pa) 
man picking fruit and storing in basket 
4 fold sensual pleasures, heretical views, belief in efficacy of rite and rule, belief in a self. 
Conception (srid pa) 
pregnant woman 
Process of becoming 
Birth (skye ba) 
woman in childbirth 
rebirth - reemegence of the five skandhas - a new personality conditioned by past karma. 
Old age and death (rga shi) 
man carrying a corpse to burial ground 
(between 12&1 is bardo-1-3=past life, 3-9=present life, 9-12=future life) 
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Q: What is the fundamental principle of the theoretical vision of the Vehicle of the Bodhisattvas? 

A: "...in an absolute sense, the totality of the phenomena of existence,..., lacks any self-existing nature. 
At the relative level, however, everything manifests distinctly with its own characteristics, in a way similar to a magical illusion. 
"Practicing the 10 paramitas, as a result they progress gradually through the 10 levels of realization (bhumi) right up to attaining 
supreme enlightenment. 
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Q: What are the ten perfections?   What are their respective meanings? 

A: 
• Generosity (sbyin pa) non grasping - Chod (dana) 
• Morality (tshul khrims) - non-rigidity - keep awareness in presence (shila) 
• Patience (bzod pa) - not to protect anything - discovering your tension, relax even if externals not relaxed - (ksanti) - 

cutting through appearances 
• Perseverance (brtson grus) - not to endeavor - being aware of opportunity to practice - (virya) 
• Meditative Concentration (bsam gtan) - not to cogitate - train in exchanging self for others - take place of others - 

(dhyana) 
• Discriminating Wisdom - (shes rab) - non referentiality - contemplation - (pranja) insight energy aspect of voidness. 
• Method (thabs) - all first five together (skillful means) - stabilizes 1,2,3 - manifestation at a concrete level 

   Skill in turning mind to enlightenment 
   Skill in delivering beings from suffering 

• Aspiration (smon lam) - prayer, intention - neither hope for or fear of appearanaces. (pranidana). Fulfills #4, make sure 
first 6 are never blocked. 

    praying for supreme enligthenment 
    vow promoting well-being of sentient beings 

• Effort (stobs) - power strength - fulfills #5. 
     Power of cogitation 
     Self cultivation 

• Primordial Wisdom - (ye shes) - primordial, discriminating fulfills #6 (jnana) 
      Enjoying how wonderful dharma is - free of 8 wordly concerns 
      Enables sentient beings to reach spiritual maturity 
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Q: What are the ten levels or bhumi of the bodhisattvas?    What are their respective meanings? 

A: 
• The Joyous - seeing into the truth of the 4 noble truths, essence of shunyata, broad outlook, strong determination, guards 

welfare of others, generosity (most important of the paramitas?) 
• The Immaculate - stainless - free of reproach - concentration on ethics and morality 
• The Illuminating - Meditation absorption bright - concentration on patience. 
• The Radiant - flaming - 2 veils of conflicting emotion burned up. 
• The Difficult to Conquer - striving to bring beings to spiritual maturity without going nuts - meditative concentration. 
• the Manifest - one manifests neither in samsara or nirvana - these are present in a pure state. 
• That Which Goes Far - on one and only path - continuing the state (method) 
• That Which Cannot Collapse - unshakable, cant be shaken by the two types of conceptualization - devoted resolution, 

prayer. 
• That of Excellent Intelligence - prefection of power and discrimination 
• Cloud of Dharma - it falls like rain - distinguishes glow - self-liberation. 
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Q: What is the teaching of the secret mantra? 

A: The teaching of Tantra is rendered in Sanskrit as Mantrayana, which means the "Vehicle of the Mantra", which corresponds to 
the Tibetan Nag (equivalent to the Sanskrit mantra) kyi thegpa. It is also known as the Diamond Vehicle, or Vajrayana or the Vajra 
Vehicle in Tibetan rDorjei theg pa 
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Q: Does the teaching of the secret mantra belong among the Tripitaka or three collections (baskets) of the scriptures? 

A: All the teachings attributed to Buddha Sakyamuni have been gathered together and subdivided into 3 sections of Scriptures or 
Tripitaka called: 
Sutrapitaka (section of the sutras) 
Vinayapitaka (section of discipline) 
Abhidharmapitaka (section of metaphysics and phenomenology) 
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The teachings of mantrayana are generally considered to belong to the Abhidharmapitaka, but some Indian and Tibetan masters 
have proposed a further section in which they include the Vidyadharapitaka or section of the knowledgeholders, for which reason 
they accept a 4-fold subdivision of the canonical scriptures. 
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Q: What is the basic difference between the teachings of Sutra and Tantra? 

A: The lamp of the Three Methods states:  
Not forgetting the single nature of realization, there are many different methods that are not difficult which are conferred 
expressedly on persons with sufficiently high capacity: for this reason the Mantrayana is a superior method. 
"...the practice of the Sutras is based on the experience of Voidness, of the calm state, and is not able to integrate movement. 
In Tantra, on the other hand, this capacity exists. Someone who is capable of integrating movement can reach realization more 
quickly." 
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Q: What is the real meaning of Tantra? 

A: "...literally continuity, in Tibetan, gyud. 
From Universal Knowledge (Shes bya kun khyab) of Jamgon Kongtrul, Tantra means the luminosity of the nature of existence, 
Samantabadhra, primordial Bodhicitta, beyond beginning and ending, without interruption right up until total realization, for this 
reason it is also called continuation. 
The meaning of this continuity must be understood in the sense of the natural condition of the mind in which there alternate 
manifestations respectively of the essence of voidness that is pure from the beginning (Ka dag) and the nature of clarity that is 
without interruption (Lhun drup), even if in reality these two aspects are inseparable. A pratictioner can concretely discover this 
truth, experiencing it in his or her own condition." 
In the Sutra tradition they are ignorant of this - emptiness is considered to be a real condition and the relative is considered 
worthless. Whereas the relative is connected to this energy. So the real meaning of tantra is continuation. 
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Q: How many subdivisions are the Tantra divided into? 

A: Buddhaguya proposed 2 series: 
Kriya Tantra 
Yoga Tantra 
Lalitavajra proposed 3 series: 
Kriya Tantra 
Yoga Tantra (Ubhaya) 
Carya Tantra 
Nargajuna proposed 4 series: 
Kriya Tantra 
Yoga Tantra - most well known 
Carya Tantra 
Annutara Tantra 
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Q: What is the reason for the existence of the different classes of Tantra? 

A: "..the teachings contained in the various tantra arose according to the different types of condition, capacity and inclination of 
pratictioners."  
see Shes bya Kun Khyab or rDorg e gur Tantra. 
Type of tantra 
type of disciple 
capacity 
conditioning 
 
Kriya 
Appreciate external practices - purification and absolutions interested 
inferior 
ignorance 
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ubhaya 
interested in the real meaning and less in external actions. 
medium 
anger 
 
yoga 
feel external actions can be a source of distraction, so dedicate themselves to meditation on the real meaning 
superior 
undefined 
 
annutara yoga 
rejoice in enjoyments through the non-dual wisdom of method and prajna 
supreme 
attachment and lust 
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Q: What is the fundamental principle of the view of the kriya (action) tantra? 

A: From the "Necklace of Theoretical Views" (Man ngag Ita bai phreng ba) which illustrate with extreme clarity the theoretical 
principles that are the basis of the Kriya, Carya and Yoga Tantra and the fundamental points of the meditation and conduct. 
At the absolute level birth and cessation do not exist. 
At the relative level: 
View - man a servant of divine power 
Meditation - Meditate on pure form of the divinities (servant to god or Lha) 
Action - Use of ritual items. (very ritualistic - Nyingmapa style) . Recitation of the mantra. Acts of purification. Observation of 
astrological calendar, particular days and constellations. 
Fruit - Final goal attained through cause and effect. 
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Q: What is the fundamental principle of the view of the Carya or Ubhaya Tantra? 

A: Charya means behavior as exemplatory - friendship built on trust. 
Ubhaya means both aspects service and friendship. 
Absolute level - birth and death do not exist 
Relative level - Outer and Inner are equal 
View - God relationship - friend - equal status 
Meditation - Meditates on the form of the divinity and at same time 
Action - applies Ne Nyid-the four conditions (literally the same condition) - these four action patterns are the four Buddha 
families. Use of support of ritual items and primary and secondary causes. Not so much purification. 
Fuit - Realization. 
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Q: What are the 4 conditions applied in the Ubhaya Tantra?     What does each of them mean? 

A: In some Ubhaya tantras it is said that with the Mudra of Distinction, one makes the Dam Tsig Sempa (the manifestation of 
committment appear - samayasattva). 
Four conditions (de nyid rnam pa bzhi) are: 
Oneself visualized in the form of the divinity. 
The divinity itself 
The syllable which resides in the heart as the symbol of the inseparability of oneself and the divinity (samton) 
The recitation of the mantra 
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Q: What is the fundamental principle of the Theoretical vision of the Yoga Tantra? 

A:     View 
Flip Flop of Kriya - friendship moved to god as identity 
subject and object not differentiated 
all inner no physical ritual objects. 
at absolute level no birth and death exist. 
Meditation 
Practicing contemplation on the male and female divinities who are the symbol of the absolute state beyond birth and death. 
Action 
Realizes self through yoga of the 4 Mudras applied to the manifestations of the superior of the superior forms (of the 
Sambogakaya) 
Fruit 
With the aim of bringing ones own condition into a completely pure state. 
Two divisions: 
External - vehicle of the ascetic Tantras (ritual) - Tantras of Mastery 
Internal - vehicle of the Tantras of Method. 
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Q: What are the 4 Symbols of Mudra?    What does each mean? 

A: Rongzoms commentary to the Mannangag Ita bai phreng ba states: 
"The four mudras are the symbol of the dimension of the total state of body, voice and mind and their related actions, awakening 
from intuiting felts purity in Vajrasattva sealed by [?] seals when infused by awareness being. 
Mudra of Samaya (Dam Tsig gi phyag rgya) - samaya is the secret wisdom of the state of the mind and the mudra is its symbol 
(form of the mind) 
Mudra of Dharma - has the characteristic quality of the benefits conferred by all the Enlightened beings to ordinary beings. 
Mudra of Action (karma) - has the characteristic quality of the benefits conferred by all the Enlightened beings to ordinary 
beings. 
the Maha Mudra (phyag rgya chen po) is the symbol of the dimension of the body. It is great, total in that it is the cause for 
having the presence of the divinities 
In the Yid dzhin mdzod grub (yid zin zod nupa) one reads: 
"The form of the dimension of body is the Mahamudra, the form of voice is the Dharmamudra, the form of the mind is the Samaya 
mudra, through the action of diffusion and reabsorption of light one carries out the activity of the Karmamudra." With these the 
body, the voice and the mind of the pratictioner are governed in the three dimensions of body, voice and mind of the divinity with 
their actions. In this way meditate." 
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Q: How many phases of translation of higher tantra or Anuttarayogatantra existed in Tibet? 

A: There were two phases of translation of the higher tantra or Annuttarayogatantra in Tibet: 
the first phase of the Ancient Tradition or Nyingma (11th century) 
the second phase of the modern tradition or Sarma. 
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Q: How are the tantras subdivided into three groups on the basis of their fundamental essence? 

A: The Sarma Tradition - Father, Mother and Non-dual Tantras. 
In the modern tradition of the second phase of translations, the tantras are subdivided into 3 classes or 3 kinds of yGyud on the 
basis of their fundamental character...: 
the Tantras (Gyo) of the Cause or of the Nature - and is the name given to those that explain the fundamental cause of realization. 
the Tantras (Gyo) of the Method or Base - concern secondary causes for realization. 
the Tantras (Gyo) of the Fruit or of the Condition, which one can never lose again, is the name given to those that illustrate the 
Enlightenment which gives perfect benefit for oneself and for others. 
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Q: How are the tantras subdivided into 3 groups on the basis of their nature? 

A: As is explained in these text the term subdivision on the basis of the nature traditionally refers to the triple subdivision of the 
tantras into father, mother and non-dual tantras. 
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Q: Does the two ways of classifying the tantras into three groups based either on their fundamental essence or on their nature 
belong to the ancient or to the modern tradition? 

A: "as is explained in these texts this system belongs principally to the modern tantric tradition" 
Anuyoga is Nyingma 
Anuttaratantra is Sarma. 
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Q: What is the meaning of the subdivision of the tantras into the three classes of father, mother and non-dual? 

A: The text Grub mtha bsdus pa of the Yid bzhin mdzod written by Ju Mipham states: 
"as an antidote to the three poisons or passions, and according to the different capacities (of individuals), there exist Father, 
Mother and Non-dual Tantras" 
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Q: What is the meaning of the two stages of practice known as the development stage or kyedrim, and the perfection stage, or 
dzogrim? 

A: Kyedrim - meditation of the mandala (Development stage) gradual visualization of the mandala, pure dimension of the 
divinity and image of the divinity concentrated on the interior of the body into nadi, prana and kundalini. 
Tsa-Nadi-Lung (immaterial 3 channels) - essence is the Tigle  
Prana - vital energy - essence is kundalini 
Kundalini - essence of energy 
Dzogrim - meditation of the divinity (Dev. stage perfected in same moment) 
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Q: What is the particular characteristic of the Father Tantras of the Anuttaratantra? 

A: See Gru mtha bsdus pa of the Yid bzhin mdzod by Ju Mipram: 
The methods characterized by Father Tantras are those of the mayic body, of the appearance of wisdom, those of the prana (vital 
energy) and those presented principally as wrathful actions (exorcism). These are suited to those who feel a lot of anger and are 
bound to external factors 
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Q:   What is the particular characteristics of the maternal tantras of the Annuttaratantra? 

A: The mother Tantras emphasize the completion stage and the yoga of clear light. Practice of Tigle that leads to bliss and 
subduing actions Suited to passionate characters able to practice methods within their own bodies. Example: 
Cakrasmavara/Vajrayogini 
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Q:   What are the particular characteristics of the non-dual tantras of Annutaratantra? 

A: Non-dual Tantras balance method and prajna; and generation and completion. Practice based on primordial Bodhicitta of pure 
consciousness as the ultimate nature of reality. Suited to those dominated by ignorance; and those able to apply the principle of the 
absence of effort. Example: Kalacakra 
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Q:  Why do some people not accept the triple subdivision of the tantras (father, mother, non-dual) and only accept the division of 
the tantras into mother and father tantras? Who are the principle supporters of this view? 

A: Some exponents of the ,modern tradition maintain that all higher tantras are equal with regard to the principle of union as the 
final goal and should only be classified by predominance of method or prajna. This view is held by Je Tsong Khapa. The 
determining factors are: gender of divinities of mandala (ratio) gender of central divinity ornaments and clothing of divinity 
rotation of mantra day or night etc. FATHER: male divinities, clockwise mantra and practice in day. MOTHER: female divinities, 
anticlockwise and practice in day. 
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Q:  What are the nine vehicles? 

A: The first of 3 vehicles are: THE THREE SERIES OF CHARACTERISTICS OR SUTRAS related to renunciation path the 
Listeners those who proclaim that they realize themselves by themselves the Bodhisattvas THE THREE OUTER TANTRAS 
related to purification and asceticism the Kriya the Ubhaya (which applies both methods, kriya and yoga) they Yoga THE THREE 
INNER TANTRAS The vehicle of method; wisdom appears as dimension of the mind the Mahayoga the Anuyoga the Atiyoga 
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Q: Does the division into the nine vehicles belong in the ancient or modern tradition? 

A: It belongs in the ancient or Bon tradition. There also exists a subdivision into nine vehicles in the Bon tradition, but it is not 
certain whether this existed in the ancient Bon tradition or rather was adapted in the more recent times by the new Bon Tradition. 
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Q: Do the three series on internal tantras of the first phase of translation correspond to the three series of father, mother and non-
dual tantra of the second phase of translation? 

A: No, although the three vehicles of cause the three series of the outer tantras do. In particular the system of the Maha Yoga, 
seems to correspond almost entirely to that of the Annuttara Tantra of the modern tradition. 
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Q:  What is the difference between Maha Yoga and Anu Yoga? 

A: The fundamental difference between them is that the Maha Yoga applies both the Development and the Completion stages in a 
gradual manner, while the Anu Yoga Tantra make use of the principle of instantaneous self-perfection as the method for 
visualization for the two tantric stages.  
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Q:  What are the initiations or "empowerments for the Maturation" necessary for having access to the three series of internal 
tantras? 

A: Guhyagarbha for Maha Yoga Dupa Do for Anuyoga Five Families of Samantsbhadra Initiation of the Glorious Vajrasattva 
Maturing Initiation of Vajrasattva Basic Initiation of Vajrasattva for Ati Yoga 
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Q:  In what way should a beginner make him or herself fit or suitable for the practice of the three internal tantras? 

A:  
One should carefully study the view, meditation and fruit 
Through listening having opened ones eyes  
Through reflection one dissolves all doubts  
Through meditation one gains concrete experiences to permit a sure realization of the specific signs of the path 
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Q:  What is involved in entering the true mandala of Dzogchen? 

A: The real meaning of initiation is explained in the Necklace of theoretical views all dharmas are purr from the beginning, and 
are the immense cakra of the divine palace which fulfills all desires... Listening to the teachings of the vehicle of methods one 
opens ones eyes. When one has understood the meaning one sees the Mandala. Gaining experience in the basis of that 
understanding one enters the mandala having realized the supreme meaning thanks to having entered the mandala one obtains 
great realization. 
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Q:  What are the 3 contemplations of the Maha Yoga?    What are their respective meanings? 

A:  
• Contemplation of the essential nature - in which one should find oneself in a contemplative condition w/o concepts that is 

all pervading like space.  
• Contemplation of the total vision - corresponds to the arising of impartial compassion, even though its illusory nature is 

recognized, towards all beings who do not understand the essential nature.  
• Contemplation of the cause - depends on the preceding two and consists in visualizing a seed syllable as the essence of 

wisdom of the state of rigpa in the same way that a fish jumps out of clean water. After having applied these gradually 
one mentally created the mandala step by step and thus realizes oneself. 
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Q:   What is the fundamental principle of the view of the Anu Yoga? 

A: The fundamental principle of the view of the Anu Yoga is 
that in the absolute sense one never separated oneself from: the birthless manifestation of the male and female divinities. Of the 
state totally beyond discursive thought, whose essence is the essential condition of existence, Dharamdhatu.  
At the relative level, one visualizes the Sambhogakaya deities, and their dimension and meditating in an impartial but distinct way, 
one realizes oneself.  
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Q:   What is the meaning of the expression "impartially and distinctly"? 

A: It means that all dharmas are without separation or difference between them and yet they are not mixed in their appearance. 
They are all simultaneously perfected and totally equal in the instant presence of the state of Rigpa.  
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Q:  What is the fundamental principal of the Dzogchen Ati Yoga? 

A:  From the necklace of theoretical views: In the method of the great perfection one recognizes that all dharmas of the mundane 
and supramundane spheres, inseparable from the beginning, are the nature of the mandala of the Body, Voice, and Mind (and with 
this understanding) one meditates. 
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Q:  Name the five perfected Buddhas or Tathagathas. To which of the purified aspects of the five aggregated does each of them 
conform? 

A:         (The buddhas of the five families) 
• Aksobya (Vajrasattva) - Purified aspect of the aggregate of consciousness (blue    - anger)  
• Vairocana                     - P/A of the aggregate of form                                 (white  - ignorance)  
• Ratnasambhava            - P/A of the aggregate of sensation                          (yellow- pride)  
• Amitabha                     - P/A of the aggregate of perception or cognition    (red      - attachment)  
• Amóghasiddhi             - P/A of the aggregate of volition                             (green  - envy)  
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Q:  What are the 5 gross elements? What are their corresponding purified aspects? 

A:  
Gross Elements Purified Aspect -   Buddha Consorts 
                                         Earth   -   Locana  
                                         Water  -   Mamaki  
                                         Fire     -   Pandaravasini  
                                         Air      -   Samaya-Tara   
                                         Space  -   Dhatvisvari 
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Q:  What are the 4 consciousnesses?     What are their corresponding purified aspects? 

A:   Consciousness Purified Aspect -  4 Boddhisattvas of Offering)  
       Visual Consciousness                -  Ksitigarbha  
       Hearing                                      -  Vajrapani  
       Smell                                          - Akasagarbha  
       Taste                                          -  Lokesvara 
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Q:  What are the four objects?    What are their corresponding purified aspects? 

A: Object Purified Aspect   -  4 Enchanting Goddesses 
Of Visual consciousness      -  form    Lasyema  
of hearing consciousness     -  sound  Girtima  
of smell consciousness        -  smell   Malema  
of taste consciousness         -  flavor   Nirtima 
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Q:  What are the 4 senses? What are their corresponding purified aspects? 

A: Sense -  Purified Aspect (4 Boddhisattvas - nature of)  
sight        -  Maitrya  
hearing    -  Nirvaranaviskambhin  
smell       -  Smantabhadra  
taste        -  Manjushri 
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Q:  What are the four times? What are their corresponding purified aspects? 

A: Time         -  Season            - Purified Aspect (The 4 dakinis)  
Past                -  Springtime     -  Dhupa  
Present           -  Summertime  -  Puspa  
Future             - Autumn          -  Ghanda  
Indeterminate  - Winter           -  Aloka 
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Q: What are the Four Wrathful Ones, and to the purified aspect of which of the following does each correspond: the bodily sense 
of touch; its consciousness; the object of consciousness; and Bodhicitta? 

A: The Four Wrathful ones              - Khro bo bzhi ( also referred to a the Four Wrathful Herukas)  
bDud rtsi khil ba (Amrita Khroba)   - the bodily sense of touch 
 rTa mgrim (Heya griva)                   - consciousness of the body  
sTobs po che (Vajra Krodha)            - object of consciousness  
gShin rhe i gshed (Yamantaka)        - Bodhicitta 

189 

Q:  What are the four limits of eternalism and nihilism?    What are their corresponding purified aspects? 

A: The 4 limits of Eternalism and Nihilism rTad Chad Ma bzhi It is not eternal, because the aggregates are impermanent - Dakini 
lCags kyu ma (iron hook) It is non-existent because it has the nature of suffering - Dakini Zhags pa ma (lasso/noose) It is not 
something that has an independent existence or a separate "self", because it has no self Dakini iCags sgrog ma (iron chain) It has 
no character in itself, because it is void - Dakini Dril bu ma (bell) are of the nature of the Four Wrathful Ones (Dakinis) 

190 

Q:  What are the purified aspects of mind consciousness and the objects of consciousness? 

A: Mind Consciousness is the nature of the Vajra of Samantabhadra - the primordial state 
Objects of consciousness - whether compounded or non compounded entities are of the nature of Samantabhadri - the objective 
sphere of the totality of existence. 

191 

Q:  What is meant by the 3 worlds? 

A: In general:  
  world of the divinities above the earth.  
  world of humans on the earth.  
  world of nagas below the earth.  
Here specifically:  
  world or dimension of desire (of samsara)  
  world or dimension of form (of samsara)  
  world or dimension of the absence of form (of samsara) 

192 

Q: How is the fundamental principle of Dzogchen explained in the quotation taken from Guhayasamaja? 

A: "All dharmas dwell in the mind, the mind dwells in space, space is not found anyplace".  
It says:  
all dharmas are fundamentally void 
are in origin pure 
all dharmas have the clarity of light 
all dharmas are intrinsically Nirvana 
all dharmas are perfect and complete Buddhahood 
and this is the Great Perfection. 
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193 

Q:  How should one develop certainty in relation to the principle of Dzogchen? 

A: What is meant by the principle of Dzogchen is the completion of the accumulations of merit and wisdom and the spontaneous 
manifestation of the dharmas of the fruit. With regards to this one develops certainty through the 4 Understandings. Understanding 
of the existence of a single cause Understanding through the nature of the Letters Understanding through empowerment Direct 
Understanding 

194 

Q:   What are the Four Understandings? What does each of them mean? 

A: One develops certainty through the Four Understandings in relation to the purpose of Dzogchen.. Understanding of the 
existence of a single cause, meaning that all dharmas are unborn, and have the capacity of functioning, but still because they are 
unreal, they are not differentiated or separated and have the same cause. Understanding through the nature of the Letters (using the 
example of OM) Understanding through empowerment of our ability to manifest the possibility of Enlightenment; and Direct 
Understanding, a real discovery in which one believes and has confidence. 

195 

Q:   What is the meaning of the "understanding of the unique or single cause"? 

A: Understanding of the Existence of a Single Cause On the absolute level, all dharmas have never been originated for which 
reason there is no distinction whatever between this. On the relative level, all dharmas have the quality of illusion for which reason 
there is no distinction whatever between them. This unborn condition of all dharmas manifests illusionally in a multiple manner 
like reflections of the moon in water and has the capacity to enter into action but not having any self nature has never been born. 
Since it is not possible to separate the absolute from the relative, one understands that everything has a single cause. 

196 

Q:   What is the meaning of the "Understanding on the basis of the nature of the letters"? 

A: All dharmas are free from birth - thus they have the consonant A (the voice) They have the capacity to act - this is the vowel O 
- the body The rigpa that perceives this has neither center or boundaries - the OM (mind) 

197 

Q: What is the meaning of understanding through empowerment? 

A: Understanding through empowerment: In the same way that the Madder plant has the capacity to empower a piece of white 
cotton, dying it red, all dharmas can manifest the possibility of Enlightenment through the power of the single cause and (the 
nature) of the letters. 

198 

Q:  What does direct  understanding (or comprehension) mean? 

A: All dharmas dwell in the dimension of Enlightenment; this is not contradicted by the Lung and Upadesha, nor solely confirmed 
by them. It is discovered in ones own state of Rigpa through having confidence in the Path. The knowledge of the meaning of the 
four understandings is the path of the Yogi. 

199 

Q:   What is the way to realize the final goal of Dzogchen through the three characteristics? 

A: The final goal is realized through the "Three Characteristics" and the three necessities. Characteristic of Knowledge of the 
cause which is the recognition of the principle of the Four Understandings. Characteristic of Application which is repeated 
practice to acquire familiarity with them. Characteristic of the Fruit which is the realization derived from the power of this 
acquired familiarity. The final goal is realized through the three characteristics: the recognition of the principle of the four 
understandings is the characteristic of knowledge; repeated practice to acquire familiarity with it is the characteristic of 
application; the realization deriving from the power of this acquired familiarity is the characteristic of the fruit. 

200 

Q: 
What is meant by realization? 

A: 

201 

Q:  What is meant by necessity? 

A: All dharmas whether defined as conditioned by the emotions or purified by emotion, the 5 medicines, the five nectars, etc. are 
from the beginning spontaneously perfected in a state of absolute equality beyond acceptance or rejection. 
To behave this way is the characteristic of application. This is the cause for Supreme Enlightenment therefore the necessity. 
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202 

Q:  What are the five medicines? 

A: By the five medicines (sman lnga), the following medical substances are usually meant: sle tres (tiospora cordifolia) rgya 
mtsho lbu ba (eythrina indica) indian coral tree kandakari (rubas idaeopsis) red raspberry root dbang po lag pa (orchis latifolia) 
wild orchard shu dag dkar po (acorus calamus) sweet flag 

203 

Q:  What are the five nectars? 

A: The five nectars (bdud rtsi lnga) are: feces,  urine,  blood (menstrual),  flesh (mucus),  sperm 

204 

Q:  What is meant by "supreme necessity"? 

A: Since all dharmas whether defined or conditioned by the emotions or purified of emotion, the 5 medicines, the 5 nectars, etc. 
are from the beginning spontaneously perfected in a state of absolute equality beyond acceptance or rejection. The transmigration 
of experience itself is from the beginning the nature of Supreme Enlightenment. This is the characteristic of the fruit, therefore the 
realization of the cakra of the inexhaustible ornaments of the body, of the voice and of the mind is the supreme necessity. 

205 

Q: What are the 4 phases of approaching and Application? What is meant by approaching or nyenpa? 

A: The four phases of approaching are: near attainment (bsNyen pa) Greater near-attainment (Nye bai bsNyen pa) Attainment 
(sGrub pa) Great attainment (sGrub pa chen po) Approaching (bsNyen pa) is the awareness of the primordial state of Bodhicitta, 
that is to say, the understanding that all dharmas are the nature of Enlightenment from the beginning, for which reason there is 
nothing to obtain through the practice of the path, nor to correct by means of antidotes. 

206 

Q:  What is the real meaning of close approaching or nyewai nyenpa? 

A: Close approaching (Nye bai bsNyen pa) is the awareness of oneself as the divinity, that is to say the understanding that, since 
all dharmas are the nature of Enlightenment from the beginning, the nature of the divinity is from the beginning also to be found 
within oneself and is not something that one acquires in a given moment through practice. 

207 

Q:  What is the real meaning of application or druppa?   (attainment - accomplishment) 

A: Accomplishment is the visualization of the mother and involves understanding that out of the dimension of Space which is the 
great mother, that same space manifests as the 4 great mothers of the elements Earth, Water, Fire and Air, and that this, from the 
beginning, is the mother endowed with the active function of existence.  
Sgrub pa means to understand that from the beginning what one visualizes is the great Yum, the condition of space of the sky in 
which the elements -- earth, water, fire and air--manifest together with their functions. 

208 

Q:  What is the meaning of great acquisition or druppa chenpo? 

A: It is the union of method and prajna;  
that the prajna of the five mothers and five aggregates which appear in the form of the (fathers of the) Buddhas, are from the 
beginning joined. From their union comes the Bodhicitta whose nature emanates the Bodhisattvas Yab-Yum which means 
primordial Enlightenment. The goal is like recognizing a magical apparition in the illusory dimension, that the cause arises along 
with its manifestation, as a condition similar to space manifesting spontaneously perfected. (this conquers the four demons) 

209 

Q: Who or what are the five great mothers? 

A: Dhatvisvari dByings phung ma space  
Tara sGrol ma air  
Pandaravasimi Gos karmo fire  
Mamaki water  
Locana sPyon ma earth 

210 

Q:  What are the five aggregates? (skandas) 

A: The five aggregates are: form gzugs Feeling/sensation tshor ba Concept/perception Cognition du shes Volitional Formations du 
byed Consciousness rnam shes 
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211 

Q:  What are the four types of demons? 

A: The demon of the aggregates - physical body - overcome through recognizing oneself as the divinity. The demon of the 
passions or disturbing emotions - overcome through contemplation of immateriality. The demon of the son of the divinities 
(distraction) overcome through contemplation beyond concepts. The demon of the lord of death - overcome through innate 
contemplation. 

212 

Q: Why did the master Padmasambava make use of quotations taken from the Guyagarbha to explain the principle of Dzogchen? 

A: Padmasambhava quoted the Guyagurbha or gSang ba nying po tantra, root tantra of the Maha yoga to show how the final 
meaning of the Mahayoga is Dzogchen. 

213 

Q: In which primordial epoch was the "Kunjed Gyelpo" tantra (The King who creates Everything) taught, and by which master? 

A: It was taught by the master Zhona Rolpa Nampar Tsewa in the primordial epoch in which the average lifespan was 80,000 
years. It was subsequently transmitted and clarified by Garab Dorje. 

214 

Q: How is the principle of the Maha Yoga explained in the quotations taken from the Kun Gyed Gyal Po (The king who creates 
everything)?  

A: Those who desire the realization of Vajradara of the Maha Yoga, enter into the path of method and prajna; practice the 4 stages 
of approaching and accomplishment, in the mandala of the purity of their own condition.  

215 

Q: How is the principle of the Anu Yoga explained in the quotations taken from the Kun Gyed Gyal Po (The king who creates 
everything)? 

A: Those who desire the inseparability of the Anu Yoga, entering into the path of the essential dimension and primordial wisdom, 
consider the pure dimension of space as the cause and the mandala of primordial wisdom the effect, of all phenomena that appear. 

216 

Q:  How are the view and the way of behaving of Dzogchen explained in the quotations taken from the Kun gyed gyal po? 

A: The view and behavior of the Great Perfect are not similar to that of practices based on cause and effect the view and behavior 
of the Buddha is like the space of the sky space is beyond thought and analysis. Those who seek to reason and analyze do not 
realize the space of the Buddha the dualism of thoughts and analysis is the error and the obstacle.  

217 

Q: What type of Dzogchen was taught by Sherab Miwoche? 

A: The Bon master Sherab Miwoche was the source of the oral transmission of Dzogchen which later became known as the Zhang 
Zhanf Nyan Gyud. What he originally transmitted is found in the text the Gyud Puchang Chunyi or the Twelve Minor Tantras. 

218 

Q:  What are the twelve original verses of the oral tradition known as the Twelve Minor Tantras or Gyud Puchang Chunyi? 

A: Base; ones own Rigpa Path; beyond effort and progress Fruit; self perfected in its own condition View; nothing to think about 
Meditation; nothing to meditate Behavior; no conduct to adopt Example; the mind is like the sky Sign; is the real condition of 
mind Meaning; of mind is the real condition of existence or Bon Natural State is unborn Natural State is uninterrupted Natural 
State is beyond duality. 

219 

Q: Who wrote the Twelve Minor Tantras or Gyud Puchang Chunyi? 

A: They were originally orally transmitted by Tonpa Sherab and then written Down by Gyerchen Nanzher Lodpo around the 8th 
or 9th century. He also wrote a commentary to this text and we have both the root text and his commentary still today. 

220 

Q: How should one apply the essence of the practice of Maha Yoga? 

A: Practice the stages of development and Completion on the basis of texts such as Guyagharba or work on the basis of ones 
bliss, clarity and Mitogpa related to the power and compassion of the Master.  
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221 

Q: What is the meaning of the expression "the Master who is the union of all, who is a wish fulfilling jewel"?  
     What is the origin of this system?  

A: As all practice is linked to the 3 experiences of Bliss, Clarity and Absence of thought, and these are linked to the empowerment 
and compassion of the master, one who understands that he is the jewel who is the union of all, who is a wish fulfilling jewel 
(Kundus yid bzbin nor bu).  
The origin of this system is the Upadesha.  

222 

Q: What are the Three Syllables of the Vajra?    What is the way of applying their meaning? 

A: A. The 3 syllables of the Vajra are: Om Ah and Hum B. There are somewhat different ways of applying them but essential to 
all is the understanding that these 3 syllables represent: the unification of the 3 states of Body, Voice and Mind of: 1)The Three 
Jewels, 2)The Three Roots, 3) The Tathagatas of the 3 times; 4)All the Rigdzin in the Universe. 
In the Mahayana style of meditation that we do in our Tun practice these manifest as the 3 seats if Guru Rimpoche. 

223 

Q: What is the meaning of the expression "Vajra Guru" and in what way should it be used? 

A: "Vajra Guru" means those who have real condition of the Vajra. Pronouncing it all the masters join together in lights of the 
three colors and unify in the three syllables at the three seats of the Jewel who Unifies Everything. 

224 

Q: "What is the meaning of the expression "padma thod treng tsel" and in what way should it be used? 

A: Padma Thod Treng Tsel is the secret name of Guru Rimpoche and is used to set into action the wisdom of all enlightened 
beings which is unified in him. 

225 

Q: What is the meaning of the phrase "vajra samaya ja"?    What is the way to put wisdom into action through the 3 means? 

A: With the words "vajra samaya ja" refers to the "vajra promise" of all enlightened beings and is set into action with: Mantra 
Mudra of Samaya visualization of tron du, the light which expands and is then reabsorbed (sending and taking) 

226 

Q:  What is the meaning of the phrase "kaya siddhi om"? What is the way to receive empowerment through the three means? 

A: The phrase "kaya siddhi om" is an invocation to receive all empowerments, transmissions, wisdom and knowledge of all 
masters which relate to the body.      One receives this empowerment with:  
Mantra: Kaya siddhi om  
mudra - the vajra mudra  
concentration - the visualization of receiving all of this into the Om at ones forehead in the form of a luminous white light. 

227 

Q:  What is the meaning of the expression "wakka siddhi ah"?  What is the way to receive empowerment through the 3 means? 

A: The phrase "wakka siddhi a" is an invocation to receive all the epowerments, transmissions, wisdom and knowledge of all 
masters which relate to the voice.  Absorbed through the syllable at ones throat.  One receives this empowerment with: 
Red – Wakka siddhi Ah   
touching the mudra of the vajra to ones throat 
concentration  -  the visualization of receiving all of this into the A in the form of a luminous white light. 

228 

Q: What is the meaning of the phrase "citta siddhi hum" What is the way to receive empowerment through the three means? 

A: The phrase "citta siddhi hum" is an invocation to receive all the empowerments, transmissions, wisdom and knowledge of all 
masters which relate to the mind.   Absorbed through the syllable at ones heart. One receives this empowerment through the three 
means of: 
Blue – citta siddhi Hum  
touching the mudra of the vajra to ones heart 
concentration  -  the visualization of receiving all of this into the HUM in the form of a luminous white light. 
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229 

Q:  What is the meaning of the phrase "jnana siddhi a"? What is the way to receive empowerment through the three means? 

A: The mantra "Jana siddhi a" is an invocation to receive all the empowerment, transmissions, wisdom and knowledge of all 
masters which relate to the Body and the speech/voice and mind. One touches the three seats with the mudra of voidness of the 
dharmadhatu. One visualizes that all is received simultaneously and instantaneously. This is effected through the three means of 1) 
mantra; 2) mudra 3) concentration. 

230 

Q:  What is the meaning of the term "Sarva siddhi phala hum a"? What is the way to receive the empowermen through the three 
means? 

A: "Sarva Sidhi Phala Hum A" means that one has received all the realizations, both supreme and common of the body, voice and 
mind of all of the masters and thus one continues and communicates activating the wisdom of the master (who is the Jewel who 
fulfills all desires and who unifies everything) reciting the essential mantra 

231 

Q: How can one put the wisdom of the Master into action through the reciting or chanting of mantra? What is the reason for doing 
this? 

A: One puts the wisdom of the Master into action through the reciting of the mantra and visualizing receiving continuously the 
wisdom of the master in the form of rays of light from the Masters three vajras into ones own. One does this in order to integrate 
ones mind with the mind of the master. 

232 

Q: What is the way to unify indissolubly the three vajras of the Master with the body, voice and mind of the practitioner? 

A: Sounding Om Ah Hum, the form of the Master dissolves into the three lights white, red and blue which vanish into ones own 
three seats and manifest there within 5 colored tigles which appear with the syllables Om Ah Hum; clear, limpid and radiant with 
their own natural sound. This is the indissoluble unification with the state of the master. 

233 

Q: How does one practice the "recitation of the Vajra"?  

A: With inhalation, a brief holding, and exhalation one integrates ones awareness and breathing into the states of the three vajras. 

234 

Q:At the end of any practice what is the way to integrate it into the dimension of contemplation?What is the reason for doing this? 

A: At the end of any practice one relaxes in the dimension of clarity, and remains with pure presence of whatever one perceives in 
the instantaneous state of rigpa. One can also then continue in contemplation doing the Song of the Vajra after which one 
continues in the state. One does this as it is the most essential summary of all practice of all three series of inner Tantras and is the 
unique path to liberation. 

235 

Q: What is the way to apply the practice of Anu Yoga? 

A: Visualize the seed syllable which represents the state of the nature of mind. Sounding the seed syllable as if the sound was to 
be found within it. Manifest instantly the divinity and mandala - in a clear and sharp way like the night sky. The mandala 
represents ones own perfected state. Visualize the seed syllable at the heart surrounded by the mantra Can do tun du - expansion 
reabsorbtion of light empowered by the rigzen. Maintain presence - of seed syllable, mantra deity, do recitation of mantra as if its 
sound were integrated with ones own with the mantra turning like a necklace around the syllable Dogpa 

235 

Q:  What is the way to apply the practice of Anu Yoga? 

A: Visualize the seed syllable which represents the state of the nature of mind. Sounding the seed syllable as if the sound was to 
be found within it. Manifest instantly the divinity and mandala - in a clear and sharp way like the night sky. The mandala 
represents ones own perfected state. Visualize the seed syllable at the heart surrounded by the mantra Can do tun du - expansion 
reabsorbtion of light empowered by the rigzen. Maintain presence - of seed syllable, mantra deity, do recitation of mantra as if its 
sound were integrated with ones own with the mantra turning like a necklace around the syllable Dogpa 

236 

Q: What are the seed syllables that are used in the visualization of deities and what is their meaning? How can one apply the 
practice of visualization in its essential form? 

A: The seed syllables for the five families are OMB HUM TRAM HI A. One visualizes it and sounds it as if the sound was within 
it, and instantly transforms into the divinity with the mandala, which in the real sense is the same as the qualities of ones own self 
perfectedness. 
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237 

Q: What are the ways to apply the visualization of the mantra? What are their various functions? 

A:During the central phase of the mantra it is important to always maintain the clear presence of the divinity and the necklace of 
mantra which turn and to recite the mantra as if its natural sound was indissolubly integrated with the voice of one whos reciting it. 

238 

Q: What are the "eight classes of the universe" and what are their respective heart syllables? 

A: The heart syllables derive from their names in their own language.  
Gods (Lha)          A  
Shinje (Yama)   YA  
Mamo (Mabyo) MA  
Dud (Duru)        DU  
Tsen (Rukshi)    RU  
Gyelsen (Tsati) TSA  
Sinpo (Shaksa) SHA  
Lu (Naga)          NA 

239 

Q: How can disturbances caused by actions of destructive magic such as cheka (byad Kha) and bodtong (rbod gtong) manifest? 
What are the means for overcoming them or sending them back? 

A: The byad kha (cheka) include a category of evil influences carried out by humans or immaterial non-human beings, in which 
the victim is symbolically "enclosed" in an object which is a support for a spell or curse. The rbod gtong (bodtong) include a 
category of curses whose power derives from the power of certain specific mantra. The means for overcoming or sending back 
such curses is to perform the bzlog pa (Dogpa) after recitation of the appropriate manner. 

240 

Q:  What is the reason that a practitioner of the teachings must satisfy the protectors of the teaching and the dakinis? What are the 
ways of satisfying them? 

A: One must satisfy the protectors of the teachings and the dakinis to transform negativities into favorable circumstances and to 
purify any transgression in relation to the samaya caused by ones own conduct. Ways of satisfying the dakinis and protectors are: 
1) visualizing HUM and communicating  
2) Doing a full Thun with mantra and mudra or  
3) offering the Ganapuja on new, full, 10th and 25th days. 

241 

Q: What is the way to enter into the practice of Ati Yoga?  

A: To enter into the practice of Ati Yoga, the first thing necessary is for a practitioner to distinguish well between the mind and 
the sate of rigpa. To do this one must train in the practices of the Khorde Rushan and the Semdzin. 

242 

Q: What is the meaning of "Separation of Samsara and Nirvana"or Khorde Rushan? For what reason is it necessary to practice it? 

A: The meaning of the Khorde Rushan is to separate the samsaric mind, conditioned and distracted by thoughts and illusory vision 
from the state of rigpa which represents Nirvana. The Khorde Rushan are special profound methods for distinguishing the 
samsaric mind from the state of rigpa. There are three more subdivisions to the practice: 1) outer separation, 2) separation of body, 
voice and mind, 3) inner separation. 

243 

Q: What is the external separation of Samsara and Nirvana? What is its real meaning? 

A: The real meaning is the elimination of the actions of the body speech and mind that are conditioned by Karma and unconscious 
predispositions, and to prevent them in the future. We adopt the behavior of the 6 classes of beings without limit so the body, 
speech and mind reach the limits of tiredness; then one should rest, observing the condition of ones consciousness in that moment. 

244 

Q: What is "the separation of samsara and nirvana of the body"? What is its meaning and what is its aim? 

A: Sitting one adopts the position of the vajra, visualizing oneself as a golden vajra in sky blue space - first as long as one would 
eat, then as long as possible. When one is totally tired, one imagines ones own rigpa as a white AH that transfers into space as one 
lets out an a spirited HAH and lets ones body fall like a corpse. The aim is the separation of body (posture), speech (HAH sound) 
and mind (concentration) and can allow recognition of the true condition. 
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245 

Q: What is the separation of samsara and nirvana of the voice? What is its aim and what is its meaning? 

A: Seated in the position of Vairocana gazing into space with eyes wide open to control external vision, sound HUM on exhalation 
20 or 30 times, as HUMs come out from the heart and fill first the room, and then the universe. Then return to environment and 
HUMS enter one after the other through the mouth and fill the body with prickly heat. Direct them to the soles of the feet, head, 
front, back.... until one floats in space sounding HUM. When tired shout PHAT exhaling completely and relax. Through this 
method alone one can discover the nature of calm and movement of the mind. 

246 

Q:  What is the "separation of Samsara and Nirvana" of the mind? What is its meaning and aim? 

A: A. Khorde Rushan of the Mind 1) 7 pt position of Vairocana 2) at the heart visualize the nature of ones own mind in the form 
of luminous white AH, thumb size from AH rays shine out until every part of body filled with light of AH 3)One imagines that 
from ones body, light expands little by little, like when one throws a stone in water 4) Once again gradually light returns towards 
oneself until it is reabsorbed into the center of ones body, then it remains clear 5) sound PHAT at that moment, exhaling 
completely and one instantly blocks the visualization of expansion and absorbtion 6) Then relax w/tension in a condition w/o 
concepts remain as before in clarity 7) repeat w/ light changing to a color the 5 Buddha family colors each time. B. With this 
method one purifies the 5 poisons/emotions. white- ignorance, yellow-pride, green -jealousy, red-attachment, blue- anger. 

247 

Q:  What do the five colors of the letter A symbolize? What are the specific qualities of them? 

A: With this method one purifies the 5 poisons/emotions which hinder the mind so that one manifests the five wisdoms: white-
purifies ignorance (Wisdom Dharmadhatu) yellow purifies-pride (Wisdom of Equanimity) green purifies -jealousy (Wisdom of 
Attainment) red purifies-attachment (Discriminating Wisdom) blue purifies-anger (mirror like Wisdom) 

248 

Q:  What are the three positions?    What is the way to assume them? 

A: Dharmakaya Position - like a Lion knees spread, soles united in front with hands between them or by the side, head back. 
Sambhogakaya Position - like an Elephant knees joined at chest and elbows on ground, hand supporting chin, stretching toes back 
Nirmanakaya - like a Rishi Knees raised with soles of feet on ground, knees then held to chest, contacting the abdomen, crossed 
arms around knees or elbows on knees w/fingers joined together supporting chin. 

249 

Q:   What is the meaning of the word samaya affixed as a seal?    What is its aim and for what reason is it used? 

A: The word Samaya is Sanskrit and means promise. This is a warning to indicate that it is necessary to receive the transmission 
of these instructions from a Master, and one should consider them to be fundamental methods for realization. 

250 

Q:  What is "internal separation"? What are its meanings? 

A: The inner separation is the practice of purification of the causes of the six lokas. Our body was formed as the fruit of karmic 
traces and in it one can find present seeds capable of produces rebirth in the six lokas. The presence of these seeds acts as a 
secondary cause for further accumulations and transmigration. By purifying these seeds A, SU, NRI, TRI, PRE, DU one purifies 
the accumulated tendencies which will lead to rebirth. 

251 

Q:  What are the "six classes of beings"?   What are their respective seed syllables? 

A: Gods A dull white head attachment  
Asura SU light green throat envy  
Human NRI light blue heart pride  
Animal TRI dark red navel ignorance  
Preta PRE gray secret greed  
Hell DU brown soles feet anger 

252 

Q:What is the way to purify the seed syllables of 6 classes of beings? What are the reasons for carrying out such a purification? 

A: Purification of the 6 Lokas That which has to be purified is found in the form of the six syllables at the six places. The means 
for purification consists of three vajras, the white OM at the head, the red A at the throat and the blue HUM at the heart, which are 
luminous and sparkling. Reciting these three syllables the rays which spread out form them purify the seeds of the six classes of 
beings including the latent karmic traces, finally completely eliminating them. The reason for purifying these is that it prevents 
rebirth in the 6 realms by purifying causes which are the accumulated karma represented by the seed syllables. 
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Q: How many semdzin are mentioned in the root tantra Dra Thal Gyur (The sound which surpasses all others) What are their 
various aims? 

A: There are 21 Semdzin mentioned in the Dra Thal Gyur  
The first 7 concern finding ones natural state 
The second 7 concern separating the body from the mind 
The third 7 concern discovering the ultimate nature of phenomena.  

254 

Q:  What is the semdzin "on the symbol of the A"? What are its characteristic experience? 

A: Sitting in lotus, visualize a white A on the tip of ones nose; as breathe out through nostrils it goes away; breathe in it returns. 
For hot illness/disturbance breath and AH are cold, for cold illness/disturbances breath and AH are hot. Through this practice one 
will find a state of shineh and there will arise an unborn state beyond thought. This continually arising w/o the support of the AH 
is the sign of the realization of contemplation, union of shineh and Lhagtong (Intuitive clarity) 

255 

Q:  What is the semdzin "on the syllable Phat" What is its characteristic experience? 

A: With the body and mind entirely relaxed one shouts a loud PHAT! There will arise a disoriented state free from thoughts 
(Hedawa), but clear. Relax in it. When another thought arises, shout PHAT.  
Practising in this way, the natural wisdom beyond concepts arises; but one must observe whether it is the real wisdom or a passing 
experience.  

256 

Q:  What is the semdzin called "the joyful laugh of the ferocious ones"?   What is its characteristic experience? 

A: Relax in a contemplative condition; when any thoughts arise that produce happiness or suffering, produce HA HA HA short 
but vigorous. After the sound HA one applies the empty holding as if body has been emptied. Through his practice, disorders of 
prana and elements are illuminated, mental states of displeasure lessened and the experience of the self-originated wisdom of the 
ultimate nature of phenomena will arise. 

257 

Q:  What is the semdzin known as "the struggle of the demigods"? What is its characteristic experience? 

A: Go to a high place and relax body and mind very well with the first 3 Semdzin. (sit in Zoppu) then rotating the body and head 
more and more violently, one fixes ones concentration on a red RAM at the navel and holds ones breath as one rotates. For the 
period that one does this practice one should eat foods that strengthen the air element. Through this practice the external vision 
will be blocked, one experiences the condition of the total absence of solidity, thus the experience of voidness beyond thought. 

258 

Q: What is the semdzin on the letter RAM? What is its characteristic experience? 

A: Visualize a red very thin letter RAM at the forehead alternating long periods of fixation with short ones. In this way, as an 
ordinary experience, the state of shineh and Llatong will arise at the same time. 

259 

Q:  What is the semdzin of "thoughts followed by HUM? What is its characteristic experience? 

A: Relax body and mind as before. Visualize blue HUM on tip of nose, when stable sound HUM on exhalation and send away. 
Apply empty hold, then bring HUM back on inhalation. Apply 7 or 8 times without distraction, then send HUM as far as you can 
see, then beyond limits. Training in this way, the HUM and sound will dissolve and (Hedawa) will arise, beyond all concept; many 
times, it signifies realization of Shineh and Lhatong linked to visualization.  

260 

Q: What is the semdzin of the "Song of the Vajra"? What is its characteristic experience? 

A: The semdzin of the Song of the Vajra is to integrate all experiences of body, voice and mind in the vibration of the song. The 
experience is of a relaxed non-dual state of integration unifying the pure instantaneous presence of rigpa and the energy of the 
sound of the Song of the Vajra. 

261 

Q: In what way should a practitioner of Dzogchen train in the principle of conduct or way of behaving? 

A: A person who follows the Dzogchen teaching, understanding the fundamental characteristics of the various paths, should seek 
to integrate them all in the dimension of the behavior of Samantabhadra of the Great Perfection. Samantabhadra is the condition of 
our own primordial state. 
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262 

Q: What is the difference in meaning between the terms "Ka thub" and "brtul zhug"? 

A: dka thub (tapas) is derived from the Tibetan term Thapasa in which acetic discipline and behavior is driven by the desire to 
realize the fruit of supreme quality brtul zhugs (vrata) from the Sanskrit term vrata meaning to change or modify and means to 
modify the previous condition into something else, this is considered to be the characteristic of the Way of Behaving 

263 

Q: What is meant by the ascetic practice of the "five fires"? What is its aim? 

A: It involves placing oneself in the center of four fires when the sun is high in the sky. Its aim is to ensure rebirth in the God 
realm. 

264 

Q: What is meant by "worldly ascetic practices"?  Of the worldly paths, which include ascetic practices and which do not? 

A: Worldly ascetic practices are those which bring worldly interests to fruition or are disciplines of conduct which are mistaken in 
neither case leading to the condition beyond suffering. The Chalwas and Murthugpa do not have worldly ascetic practices. The 
Gyangphenpas and the Muthegpas do have wordly ascetic practices. 

265 

Q: What is the asceticism of the Listeners or Sravakas? How is it applied? 

A: With regard to the dka thub of the Sravakas: Dont commit any negative actions Perfectly practice virtue Completely tame your 
own mind this is the teaching of the Buddha -Vinaya Because they hold all dharmas, virtuous and non-virtuous to exist and be 
distinct from both the relative and absolute points of view, they apply the ascetic practice and discipline of conduct of practicing 
virtues and abandoning negative actions. 

266 

Q:  What is the asceticism of the Boddhisattvas? How is it applied? 

A: "Even if it is said that one should not follow aims motivated by circumstance, and not threaten others w/ miraculous powers 
etc.  
If one has compassion and virtue and if the mind is in virtue there is no defect. --Bodhisattvacaryaavattara Thus the Boddhisattva 
is able to make any sacrifice that is necessary according to the circumstance because his vow is based on great compassion. 

267 

Q:  What is the real meaning of the expression "supreme asceticism"? 

A: If one understands that even the enjoyments of the 5 passions are the vehicle of the Buddha, then applying them one remains 
pure like a lotus flower growing in the mud. With this understanding one knows that all accumulations of moral qualities or 
passions have from the beginning the same nature. Supreme Ascetic really means the state of total equality and nonduality. 

268 

Q:  What is the particular way of applying the conduct or way of behaving in Dzogchen? 

A: Expressed clearly in the King who creates everything Tantra: "in the unborn primordial state, all concepts of vice and virtue, 
accepting and rejecting, pure and impure are of the same principle. The unborn Bodhicitta is the base of everything. "Whatever 
action one carries out, no contradictions arise, for acting and not acting are unborn...the behavior of the King who creates is like 
space -- it cannot be limited; it transcends being and non being. 

269 

Q:  What are the 5 objects of enjoyment?  What is their real condition? 

A: The five objects of enjoyment are: 1. form, 2. sound, 3. smell, 4. taste, 5. touch. The real condition of the "five objects of 
enjoyment" is as pure and perfect manifestations of the nature of Bodhicitta, the unborn state beyond all limiting concepts. The 5 
Objects of Enjoyment are part of the behavior of the unborn Buddha.   

270 

Q:  What are the "5 disturbing emotions or passions"? What is their real condition? 

A: A: The five passions are 1. attachment, 2. aversion, ignorance, 4. pride, 5. jealousy B: They are all part of the behavior of the 
unborn Boddhicitta (or primordial state). 

271 

Q:  What are the 5 ornamental causes? What is their real condition? 

A: The 5 ornamental causes are Earth Water Fire Air Space.   They are all part of the behavior of the unborn Bodhicitta. 

272 
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Q:  What is the real meaning of "the realization of the fruit" in Dzogchen? 

A: The Man Ngang lta bai phreng ba states: (through this method) , the final arrival pint of Dzogchen is to enter into the self 
perfected state of the Great Accumulation of Letters. Persons of superior capacity understanding themselves to be enlightened 
from the very beginning are closer to this meaning; it is not suitable for ordinary persons. 

273 

Q:  What is the meaning of the "level of the great accumulation of the wheel of letters"? 

A: That is the recognition from the very beginning the primordial wisdom and the mandala of symbolic attributes are self-
perfected in their simultaneous and spontaneous manifestation without effort. 

274 

Q:   What are the "Three Levels of Buddhahood"?   How are they explained? 

A: Total Light -Kuntu Od  
sutra: from the infinite light manifested by the divinity beings receive a probability of their own attainment  
tantra: The Dharmakaya being w/o attributes is enlightened in its own condition of luminous clarity and pervades all Level of the 
Lotus - Padma Chan  
tantra: in the Dharmakaya there is nothing to grasp, even with prajna beyond concepts, this same condition is the basis of 
potentiality w/o attachment.  
Great Accumulation of the Cakra of the Letters - Yige Khordo Chen) tantra - primordial wisdom and the letters of its concrete 
manifestation as name and form, complete and partially perfected vision manifest spontaneously. 

275 

Q: 
What are the 5 dimensions or kayas? What are their particular characteristics? 

A: 12  Bhumis are made up of 2 method and wisdom, the 5 kayas and the 5 wisdoms.  
Dharmakaya- dimension of understanding of existence 
Sambhogaya - dimension of in its pure aspect 
Nirmanakaya - dimension of form in its impure aspect Svabhavakaya- dimension of existence of the union of the first 3  
Vajrakaya - represents the state manifested as the integration with manifestation 

276 

Q:  What are the "5 primordial wisdoms"? What are their particular characteristics? 

A:  
The wisdom of the essential condition of existence or dharmadhatu (chos dbyings ye shes)  
mirror-like wisdom (me long ye shes)  
The wisdom of equality or sameness (mnayan nyid ye shes)  
Discriminating wisdom (sor rtogs ye shes)  
The wisdom of attainment (bye gruv ye shes) 

277 

Q:  For what reason is it necessary for the "vehicle of the tantric teachings" to remain secret? 

A: It is difficult for ordinary people to believe in the profundity of such teachings. Not doing so, they may be convinced that the 
teachings are false, and so (be both separated from them) and defame or persecute the sacred masters. Therefore they are to be 
kept secret. 

278 

Q: What is the meaning of the expression "linked with the totality of the Buddha's teaching? 

A: This means linked with the whole of the sutras and Tantras and refers to the gCod (Chod) teachings, "a particular and profound 
path for overcoming demons, produced from the experiences of the lady master Machig Lab sgrom.". 

279 

Q: What is the teaching on the cutting off of the demons" or Chod? For what reason is it asserted that this cutting off is necessary? 
Who was it that originally transmitted these teachings? 

A: The teaching of Chod is linked to the whole of the Sutras and Tantras and is a profound path for overcoming demons. The 
"cutting off" of the demons is necessary to cut the root of them, which is the ego, attachment to the perception of the experience as 
an object, and thus being conditioned. Machig Labdron originally transmitted these teachings from her experience. 

280 
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Q: What is the fundamental text of Chod? 

A: bka Tshoms Chen mo - Great Collections by Ma Chig Lap dronm 

281 

Q: How is the view of the teaching of the "cutting off of the demons" or Chod explained? 

A: The root of the demons is ones own mind, when one perceives an external object and experiences attachment, one is captured 
by the demons, and becomes stained by the mind which believes in something outside of itself. There are 4 types of Demons: the 
demon of solidity (linked to external vision) the demon w/o solidity (linked to mental judgment) the demon of self-satisfaction 
(linked to the manifestation of ones own qualities) the demon of ego (linked to dualistic concepts) All of these can be summarized 
in the demon of ego. 

282 

Q: What is the difference between the "four demons" generally known and the "4 demons" in the system of Chod? 

A: General Chod Demon of the Aggregates 1. Demon of Solidity (which blocks) Demon of the Emotions 2. Demon w/o Solidity 
(which does not block) Demon of the Lord of Death 3. Demons of Pleasure a. common - distraction b. superior - pride Demon 
who is the Son of the 4. Demon of the Ego Gods (Supreme) 

283 

Q:  What is the demon "which does not block," in Tibetan, Togche? What is its real meaning? 

A: The demon which does not block refers to the mind which analyses and judges all that appears before it. Outside of ones self 
originated mind there doesnt exist anything to consider as good or bad. All movements of mind which create hope & fear also 
cause our demon to arise. Understanding ones own condition as the natural clarity of the void (Dharmadhatu) all types of thought 
which manifest, manifest in the same way as waves from a calm ocean. Understanding this there is no need to modify anything, 
thus one liberates the real state. 

284 

Q:  What is the demon of self satisfaction, in Tibetan gadrod? What is its real meaning? 

A: The common and superior demons of self satisfaction arise from the different kinds of illusions created by the mind. These 
demons of pleasure are linked to pride and distraction. They arise when one considers any kind of qualification or attainment that 
arises as an object separate from ones own mind. So without dualistic concept, w/o considering that which arises as anything in 
particular, one behaves totally w/o attachment, as if all is a dream and all that manifests is an ornament of that condition. 

285 

Q:  What is the demon of the ego, in Tibetan nyemjed"?  What is its real meaning? 

A: The supreme demon of the ego includes two types, related to the path and the fruit.  
tawa - view beyond concepts  
gompa - meditation of the non-dual state  
chopa - behavior beyond discursive thought  
bras bu - fruit of the path of practice  
If these aspects are applied or held with even a minimal notion of an object or with pride they fall from the path and become the 
action of the demons of ego. 

286 

Q:  How are the essence of the way of seeing, of meditating, and of behaving explained in the Chod? 

A: "View" and "Meditation" are just terms to communicate but they are not something to conceptualize about with the mind. 
VIEW: Without being conditioned by the idea of the view, everything that manifests w/o interruption, is directed into the real 
dimension which is beyond limits & in which all is totally equal. MEDITATION: Since everything is ones own self- originated 
mind, there is no meditation to be carried out by a meditation, whatever arises should be left in the natural condition of the 
voidness and its clarity. BEHAVIOR: Understanding even our demons are self- originated and there is no interruption of the self-
liberation of ones own state. Stable and secure in this knowledge there is nothing to negate w/ regard to this behavior. 

287 

Q:  What is the method of applying the Chod? 

A: Apply the longer practice such as explained in the text called "The Laughter of the Dakinis", if one is not able to do this, then 
practice according to the method adopted by the community. Empower - Guru Yoga Invite the 4 guests Offer body transformed in 
ganachakra Offer gift of teaching Integrate into the real condition. PHAT - non dual transfer consciousness into space, PHAT -
invite guests, PHAT - make infinite offering OM AH HUM HA HO HRI - transforming & purifying offerings as needed 
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288 

Q:  What are the four guests of the practice of Chod?    In what way are the offerings to be made to them? 

A: Superior guests - Rigzen, realized beings (offer body transformed into nectar) Protectors - beings w/ samaya (offer body 
transformed into nectar) beings to whom we owe a karmic debt, who can create obstacles (offer body as meats and whatever debts 
need repaying) Guests of compassion - beings of the 6 lokas (offer body as whatever they desire) To satisfy all these guests one 
offers ones own body with a Ganachakra, transforming and offering them together with the Teaching. At the end one integrates the 
three components of the offering (the one who offers, the one who receives, and the offering itself) into the state of rDzog chen po 
without solidifying anything at all w/ones thoughts. 

289 

Q:  What is the fundamental principal of Yanta Yoga? 

A: The fundamental principle of Yanta Yoga is through working with the three existences of body, through movement; energy, 
through breathing; and mind through concentration to harmonize the relationship within them and thereby enabling the practitioner 
to integrate himself with the meaning of the teachings, the state of knowledge or awareness. 

290 

Q:  What is the way to carry out the 9 breathings for the elimination of the unpure air? What is their aim? 

A: Sitting in the seven point posture (position of Vairocana) inhale air full of the purity of the five elements as lights, and exhale 
all hindrances, illnesses and provocations as black smoke. The aim is to reinforce the elements of the body and eliminate 
hindrances and negativities. 

291 

Q: What are the Yantra of "Physical Training"? What is their fundamental meaning and what is their purpose? 

A: The physical training of Yantra is made up of three methods: Tsigjong - loosening of the joints (in 5 parts) Lungsang - 
purification of the prana (in 8 parts) Tsandul - control of the channels (in 5 parts) Through these practices heat and the sensation of 
bliss develop. -One obtains control of the 5 elements -One reactivates functioning of channels and prana -One reactivates 
functioning of tigle. 

292 

Q: How many exercises of "loosening of the joints" or Tsigjong are there? What is their fundamental meaning and what is their 
aim? 

A: The Tsigjong is in 5 parts Contracting - Drinpa Shaking - silwa pushing - pullwa flexing -beppa rotating - khorwa Through 
these limbs and joints are loosened and made fit for Yantra and the problems and illnesses related to the head, the four limbs, the 
joints are eliminated. 

293 

Q: How many exercises for the "purification of prana" or lungsang are there? What is their fundamental meaning and what is their 
aim? 

A: The eight lungsang are: 1) slow inhalation, 2) open hold, 3) directed hold, 4) rapid exhalation, 5) rapid inhalation, 6) closed 
hold, 7) holding w/ contraction, 8) slow exhalation Practicing these 8 movements linked with 8 breathings train one to become 
expert in the purification of prana and so apply the breathing of Ynatra Yoga. 

294 

Q:  How many exercises for the "coordination of the channels or tsandul" are there? What are their basic meaning? 

A: The five Tsa Dul for control/coordination of the prana are: massaging - mnye be stretching the ankles - long shed rotating the 
arms -dpuung skor closing the armpits - mchan bebs stretching - rmyong ba Woman sit w/ back straight and after inhaling through 
both nostrils, they close the right nostril with their right ring finger and exhale roughly (strongly, indirectly and quickly), they then 
close the left nostril with the left thumb, then inhale softly and directly through the right nostril. After inhaling and exhaling like 
this a few times, on the final inhalation one holds ones breath lightly, without forcing sending the final breath throughout the body, 
and exhale through the left nostril as before. Doing these disturbances of the channels and prana are eliminated and one becomes 
able to do the Tsa Lung. 

295 

Q:  How many methods of breathing exist as principle practices?   What are their characteristic differences? 

A: There are 5 fundamental methods of breathing : the four characteristic conditions the application of the four phases 
introduction of the secret prana into the central channel the seven section the 6 applications 
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296 

Q:  What is the method of breathing of the four characteristic conditions? What is its fundamental meaning and what is its aim? 

A: Denyid Nam zhi -training of the four qualifications -breathing of the four characteristics concentration of the 4 aspects of 
breathing: 1) gangwa (open), 2) zhelwa, (pushing), 3) kylwa (closed), 4) drenpa (pulling) a) In the postion of Vairocana, inhale 
through the left nostril in an indirect way (for woman) b) open hold, chin to chest, vajra fist to groin c) zhilwa - pushing diaphragm 
down d) kyilwa - holding air closed under the navel, blocked above e) drenpa - sides of body controlled, abdominal pulled towards 
spine f) smooth soft exhalation through right nostril (for woman) relax the body These 4 aspects must be practiced gradually until 
one can do them all at once. Its aim is preparation to learn the kumbhaka. (page 54-5) 

297 

Q: What is the method of breathing of the application of the four phases? What is its fundamental meaning and what is its aim? 

A: Rhythmic breathing - zab mo sbyor ba bzhi ldan Its final aim is mastery of the Kumbhaka Position of Vairocana the breathing 
in timed sequence 1) inhale, 2)hold, 3)exhale 4) empty hold The time begins at 4-4-4 (2 exhale, 2 stay empty)and builds up to 8-
32-16 (8 + 8) In the beginning hold gangwa, as hold increases one can apply zhilwa, khilwa, and then a full Kumbhaka. after one 
has become familiar w/ breathing one can visualize a green ball or blue hum at navel. Doing this through the various levels in a 
relaxed and harmonious way, the clarity innate to every individual will be reawakened. (page 66) 

298 

Q: What is the method of breathing for causing the secret prana to flow into the central channel? What is its fundamental meaning 
and what is its aim? 

A: Its aim is to dissolve psychic residues and enter the karmic prana deeply into the Central Channel. Sit in lotus, holding sides 
with hands, visualizing central channel with six characteristics, at navel a blue hum. Expand channel w/ HUM to infinity, then 
contract to infinitely small. Then inhale through 2 channels, small hold and forcefully enter into the CC holding the sides of the 
body, then exhale sounding HUM as prana enters higher. Doing this practice the karmic prana will penetrate completely into the 
central channel (CC) and the illusory vision will manifest as wisdom. 

299 

Q: What is the method of breathing of the "seven branches" (Yad lag bdun ldan)? What is the fundamental meaning and its aim? 

A: It develops sensation of pleasure and heat and experience of practice. Sit in lotus, fists on thighs; visualize channels and 
chakras. Inhale and enter the prana, holding sides tight and pushing up from below and down from above. Prana rises filling 
chakras, then inhale suddenly with HA pulling in sides of torso, plant the central channel and pull in (dren), then pleasure and 
experiences will manifest. 

300 

Q: What is the "method of breathing of the six applications"? What is its fundamental breathing and aim? 

A: To imprison the karmic prana in the dimension of the dbyings. Sit in zoppu, vajra fists on knees. HUM at navel. Block left 
nostril (right for woman??) inhaling deeply w/HAR; roll right arm forward and push fists into secret place. Closed hold, pull from 
below, arch thorax, throw arms forward and lift and fall with HA then lift feet up in Norbu position; inhale left side, twist left, 
inhale through both nostrils, roll shoulders, imprison karmic prana. Repeat other side. 

301 

Q: What is the true principle of the seven types of breathing? What is the way of applying them? 

A: The root of Yantra is the prana, the breathing, open holding, directed holding, closed holding, holding w/ contraction, holding 
empty, calm breathing and rough breathing. There are five groups of Yantra linked to the five holdings. choose the one of the five 
pranas that is most suited to your condition and apply Yantra corresponding to the five holdings to make a personal practice. The 
real meaning of the practice is to reach the aim of the practice of rtsa lung, kumbhaka. 

302 

Q: What are the 7 positions of the Lotus? What is their basic principle? 

A:  
1) flaming lotus  
2) curved lotus  
3) twisted lotus  
4) suspended lotus  
5)swinging lotus  
6) leaping lotus  
7) snaking lotus  
They are to deepen the practice of the Prana, through these one can develop heat and bliss, activate channels and kundalini. 
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303 

Q: What is the fundamental principle of the "Wave of the Vajra"? What is its purpose? 

A: At the end of a session of practice of Yantra Yoga one concludes with the "Wave of the Vajra" with the aim of eliminating any 
possible defects provoked by any mistakes in the practice and to overcome all obstacles. 

304 

Q: What is the Dzogchen Longde or "Series of Space"? 

A: Longde or the "Series of Space" are essential methods to realize the second statement of Garab Dorje "Dont remain in doubt" 
Its aim is through the simultaeousness of the four DA Rigpa manifests nakedly in the practitioner 
the 4 DA or symbols are:  
1)dewa - sensation of pleasure  
2)tselwa - experience of clarity 
3)mitogpa - experience of emptiness (absence of discursive thoughts)  
4)yermed - simultaneous experience of previous three  

306 

Q: What is the way of applying the mantra and visualization of the 5 elements? 

A: Visualize an A emitting rays through which everything is purified. In the lower Tantras (and in the community) the order is E, 
YAM, BAM, RAM, LAM In some texts of Mennag it is E, YAM, RAM, LAM, BAM 

307 

Q: What are the "3 sacred principles" or tampa sum necessary in the practice? What is their meaning and what is their aim? 

A:  
Begin the practice with a perfect application of refuge and Bodhicitta.  
Govern the central phase with contemplation  
Dedicate the merit to the benefit of all beings 

308 

Q: What is the usual way of dedicating merits for the benefit of others? What is the meaning of the verses of invocation 
corresponding to this aspiration? 

A: dge ba di yis nyur du bbday With these virtues may I rapidly rtsa gsum lha tshogs grub gyur nas realize the divinities of the 
Three Roots gro ba gcig kyang ma lus pa and guide all beings on the path de dag sa la god par shog without anyone remaining 
excluded 

309 

Q: What are the verses of invocation and dedication to be used at the conclusion of a session of teachings? What is their meaning? 

A: dge ba di yis skye bo kum with these merits bsod nams ye shes tshog rdog shing through the accumulation of merit and wisdom 
vsod nams ye shes las byung bai obtain the two sacred dimensions, dharmakaya & rupakaya dam pa sku nyis thob par shog which 
derive from merit and wisdom 

310 

Q: Who wrote the verses of invocation which express the desire that the suprem Dzogchen teachings may spread in all realms? 
What is their meaning and what is their aim? 

A: Padmasambhava wrote these verses:  
Just as the sun rises in the sky,  
so too may the unsurpassable Dzogchen teaching,  
secret treasure of the enlightened one arise  
and spread in all regions.  
This is an invocation to cause the Teaching to spread in the dimension of all beings. 

311 

Q: What is the way to empower invocations with mantras and verses of dedication? Why is this empowerment necessary? 

A: Om Dhare, Dhare ... With this manta used by supreme masters of the past, the aspirations of the dedication of merit and the 
invocation are authenticated and empowered.  
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312 

Q: What is the specific and indispensable practices which Dzogchen practitioners must always apply? 

A: The fundamental thing is the continuation of the state of Dzogchen through the "Guru Yoga of the White A" 

313 

Q: How is the potentiality of the energy of the primordial state explained in Dzogchen? By what symbols is it demonstrated? 

A: The primordial state is explained by Sound, Light and Rays. It is explained by using the symbol of the letter A. Sound - is 
symbolized by the letter A Light - is symbolized by the color white Rays - symbolized by 5 colors tigle 

314 

Q: What are the "3 wisdoms" of the primordial state in Dzogchen? 

A:  
Essence which is voidness (ngo bo)  
Nature which is clarity (rang bzhin)  
Energy which manifest w/o interruption (tugje) 

315 

Q: What are the "3 Dharmas of the Path" in Dzogchen? 

A:  
ita ba - view  
gompa - meditation  
spyod pa - behavior 

316 

Q: How many dimensions or kaya exist as the fruit of realization of Dzogchen? What are their respective meanings? 

A: Finding oneself in the authentic state of Dzogchen Ati is the Dimension of the Vajra of the great transfer (Rainbow Body).  
• One: single sphere (Tigle Nyachig)  
• Two: Dharmakaya and Rupakaya  
• Three: Dharmakaya, Sambhogakaya and Nirmanakaya  
• Four: The 3+  Svabhavakhaya (fundamental nature)  
• Five: The 4+  Vajrakaya 

317 

Q: What are the names of and what is the meaning of each of the 3 kayas of fruit in Dzogchen? 

A: What is meant by the "3 kayas of the fruit" in Dzogchen is the realization of the qualities of the:  
• Dharmakaya     - dimension of understanding of existence  
• Sambhogakaya - dimension of understanding of form in its pure aspect  
• Nirmanakaya    - dimension of form in its impure aspect 

318 

Q: What are the names and what is the meaning of each of the "3 dimensions or kaya of the Path" in Dzogchen? 

A: By the "3 dimensions of kaya of the path" of Dzogchen are meant: 
• the total understanding of the real condition of the state of calm  
• the state of movement through thoughts  
• the state of presence, through the real experiences of voidness, clarity and the sensation of pleasure. 

319 

Q: What are the names of and what is the meaning of each of the "3 dimensions or kayas of the fruit in Dzogchen"?  

A: By the "3 dimensions or kaya of the Fruit" in Dzogchen are meant the realization of the qualities of the Dharmakaya, the 
Sambhogakaya and the Nirmanakaya. 
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320 

Q: What are the 3 "verses of the Vajra" which are the testament of the supreme master Garab Dorje?   What is their meaning? 

A: The three verses left as his final testament by Garab Dorje are:  
Introduce the state directly  
Dont remain in doubt  
Continue in the state of self-liberation  
The text that comments on the meaning of these verses is the Khenpo Shrii Gyelpi Khecho or Royal Specialty of the Wise Man 
Shri by Dza Patrul Rimpoche 

321 

Q: What are the gyud (tantra), the lung (agama) and the mennag (upadesha) of Dzogchen? 

A: GYUD are scriptures containing all the teachings of Dzogchen in their totality. There are said to be 6,400,000 gyud in all the 
universe. LUNG are section extracted from these GYUD by Rigdzin, thus importing them to our dimension. MENNAG are 
essential teachings of Rigzin based on lung or gyud.  

322 

Q: Who subdivided the teachings of Dzogchen into 3 series? What is the reason for this subdivision? 

A: Manjusrimita, the disciple of Garub Dorje, subdivided the Dzogchen teachings into three series:  
Semde - series of the mind  
Longde - series of the space  
Mennagde - series of the secret instructions  
The reason for doing this was to give practitioners the possibility of realizing the state of Dzogchen in accord with and through the 
key points of the "3 Vajra Verses" which Garub Dorje left to him.  

323 

Q: On what is the fundamental principle of the way of seeing and practicing of the Dzogchen Semde or Series of the Nature of the 
Mind based? What are its aims? 

A: Semde is based on the verse of "Direct introduction to the state"  
The method is to bring about this experience through the 4 yogas: 
of the state of calm (Nepa) 
not disturbed by thought (Miyowa) 
dwelling in the identically of the two (Nyamnid)  
the self perfectedness (Lhundrup) 

324 

Q: What is the fundamental Tantra of the Dzogchen Semde or Series of the Mind?  How many Lung and Mennag are linked to it? 

A: A. The fundamental Tantra is Kunjed Gyalbo (The King who created everything)  
Among the most important Lung: 

• Rigpai Khujug (Cuckoo of the State of Presence) 
• Dorje Sempa Namkha Che (The great space of Vajrasattva)  

There are many Lung and a number of texts belonging to the tradition of Mennag 

325 

Q: What is the fundamental basis of the way of seeing and of practicing of Dzogchen Longde or Series of Space? What are its 
aims? 

A: Longde is based on the second verse not remaining in doubt. 
It aims to achieve this without stopping at a partial experience of voidness, clarity and bliss through the experience of yermed, the 
union of clarity and emptiness at the same time.  

326 

Q: What is the fundamental Tantra of the Dzogchen Longde or Series of Space? What are the lung and mennag linked to it? 

A: The fundamental Tantras of the Dzogchen Londge are:  
• Longchen Rabjam Kabjam Gyelp (The King of the Infinite Universe) 
• Namkha Tanf Nyampa (Equal to Space) 

There are a number of Mennag linked to the series. 
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327 

Q: On what is the fundamental principle of the way of seeing and of practicing the Dzogchen Mennagde or Series of the Essential 
Methods based? What are its aims? 

A: The Mennagde is based on the third verse of Garab Dorje; "Continue in the state of self-liberation"  
To achieve this one applies the Tregchod teaching of the 4 Cogshag: 
Chogsag of the mountain (body)  
Chogshag of the Ocean (senses)  
Chogshag of Rigpa (Mind)  
Chogshag of vision (non duality) 

328 

Q: What are the fundamental Tantras of the Dzogchen Mennagde or Series of essential Methods? How many Lung and Mennag 
are linked to it? 

A: The fundamental Tantras of the Dzogchen Mennagde are 17 in number and the principle ones are:  
• Longsel Barma (Clear flaming space)  
• Dra Thalgyur (Sound that surpasses all else)  

There are also many lung an mennag linked to these. 

329 

Q: In what way should practioners of Dzogchen always try to integrate body, vice and mind into practice throughout the day? 

A: Ones daily practice should consist of Guru Yoga of the White A and linked to the recitation of the Vajra linked to voice and 
breathing and the commitment to base ones behavior on presence and awareness throughout the day. Guru Yoga of the White A 
recitation of the Vajra Behavior based on presence and awareness. 

330 

Q: In what way should practitioners of Dzogchen always try to integrate body, voice and mind into the practice throughout the 
night? 

A: At the moment of falling asleep we should visualize a white letter A or a small sphere of five colored lights in the space 
between the eye brows. This is visualized clearly as being about the size of a pea. First we fix our awareness on this, then we relax 
our awareness a bit and allow ourselves to fall asleep. When we fall asleep in a state in which the 6 sense aggregates are alertly 
relaxed into their won condition our awareness does not become polluted by the grime of discursive thoughts and natural clear 
light appears. 

331 

Q: What are the practices which Dzogchen practitioners can apply in specific periods and according to circumstances? 

A: The practices which practitioners of Dzogchen can apply in specific periods are those used in the Dzogchen Community for 
special occasions (such as anniversaries, etc.) The practices to which one should dedicate oneself according to the various 
conditions that present themselves in the moment are those such as "The Training in the Sounds of the Five Elements" or "The 
Five Principal Points" 

332 

Q: Give the Title, the basic meaning, the author, etc. of any of the quoted texts which appear in the list. 

A: Title: Boddhicaryaavatara Author: Shantideva (8th century Indian) Meaning: A primary text on the conduct of a Bodhisattava, 
according to the training in the 6 perfections. Translated into English as "A Guide to a Booddhisatvas Way of Life" 

333 

Q: Give the Title, Meaning, the name of a master to whom the quotation is attributed or the author of any of the notes that appear 
on the list. 

A: 
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1. What	  is	  the	  purpose	  of	  Santi	  Maha	  Sangha	  training?	  
2. What	  is	  the	  meaning	  and	  the	  purpose	  of	  Karma	  yoga?	  How	  do	  you	  apply	  it?	  	  
3. What	  is	  your	  motivation	  for	  participating	  in	  Santi	  Maha	  Sangha	  training?	  
4. What	  is	  the	  principle	  of	  generosity	  when	  organizing	  the	  teachings	  and	  how	  do	  you	  apply	  it?	  
5. What	  is	  the	  meaning	  and	  importance	  of	  Khaita	  joyful	  dances?	  
6. What	  is	  the	  principle	  of	  evolution	  in	  the	  context	  of	  dzogchen	  teaching?	  
7. What	  are	  the	  three	  main	  principal	  aspects	  of	  application	  of	  dzogchen	  path	  in	  daily	  life	  and	  how	  do	  

you	  apply	  it?	  	  	  
8. What	  is	  the	  way	  of	  training	  presence	  and	  awareness?	  
9. What	  does	  it	  mean	  working	  with	  circumstances	  and	  how	  do	  you	  apply	  it?	  
10. What	  is	  the	  principle	  of	  active	  collaboration	  and	  how	  do	  you	  apply	  it?	  
11. How	  do	  you	  understand,	  in	  which	  way	  limitations	  are	  the	  root	  of	  samsara?	  What	  examples	  of	  

limitations	  can	  you	  give?	  	  
12. What	  are	  4	  moments	  of	  our	  life	  in	  which	  we	  can	  apply	  and	  integrate	  the	  teaching?	  And	  how	  do	  we	  

apply	  them?	  	  
13. How	  do	  you	  apply	  everyday	  practice	  related	  to	  moment	  of	  sitting?	  
14. How	  do	  you	  apply	  everyday	  practice	  related	  to	  moment	  of	  walking?	  
15. How	  do	  you	  apply	  everyday	  practice	  related	  to	  moment	  of	  eating?	  
16. How	  do	  you	  apply	  everyday	  practice	  related	  to	  moment	  of	  lying?	  
17. What	  does	  it	  mean	  root	  teacher?	  
18. What	  does	  Yoga	  mean?	  
19. What	  does	  “prajna”	  mean	  in	  vajrayana?	  
20. What	  is	  the	  purpose	  of	  the	  practice	  of	  Ganapuja?	  
21. What	  are	  the	  three	  offerings	  that	  we	  do	  in	  Ganapuja?	  What	  is	  their	  meaning?	  
22. What	  is	  the	  context	  of	  using	  meat	  and	  alcohol	  in	  the	  practice	  of	  Ganapuja?	  
23. What	  is	  small	  and	  great	  compassion	  we	  can	  apply	  in	  the	  practice?	  
24. What	  are	  the	  three	  paths	  of	  liberation	  and	  which	  types	  of	  the	  teachings	  are	  related	  to	  them?	  
25. Which	  are	  the	  two	  inseparable	  aspects	  of	  ones	  own	  real	  state	  of	  Dzogchen,	  explained	  in	  

intellectual	  way?	  
26. What	  are	  the	  five	  capacities	  for	  following	  dzogchen	  teaching?	  
27. What	  does	  it	  mean	  hinayana?	  What	  does	  it	  mean	  hinayana	  is	  limited?	  And	  by	  what?	  
28. What	  is	  oral,	  symbolic	  and	  direct	  transmission?	  
29. What	  is	  the	  correct	  way	  of	  dealing	  with	  a	  problem	  with	  a	  vajra	  brother	  /	  sister	  according	  to	  the	  

teaching?	  
30. What	  is	  prajna	  in	  vajrayana?	  
31. What	  is	  method	  and	  prajna	  in	  sutra?	  
32. What	  is	  the	  essential	  way	  of	  application	  of	  bodhichitta	  for	  dzogchen	  practitioner?	  
33. What	  	  is	  the	  way	  vajrayana	  teachings	  are	  transmitted	  to	  sentient	  beings?	  
34. What	  is	  the	  way	  sutra	  teachings	  are	  transmitted	  to	  sentient	  beings?	  	  	  
35. Why	  it	  is	  important	  to	  diminish	  ego?	  

 


